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Mayors Tell Why American Cities Are
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ALBUQUERQUE.
By Mayor Frank McKee.
'
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This city has enjoyed most gratifying prosperity during the pat year;
the people are striving hard to make
Albuquerque the hig town of the territory, and evidences of their faith in
her future greatness are seen in every
section of the city. All lines of business have accumulated profits by an
increased trade, while all those who
Jeslred work have been kept busy
and earning good wages at their varl- ous trades. The country adjacent to
Albuquerque the valley, the mesa.
and the range have been blessed
with good rains at proper season.,
thus adding Joy and wealth to the
small truck raisers, the farmers, and
stock raisers, especially the sheep- men. and therefore, In conclusion, Al- buquerque merchants and the banks,
through which channels such pros- i...ijr nuns, ua.c iun.ii
ir .ua..rv- ful for.
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th erpftt fire. For- thin I am mmc allv
tfc.
(
this proud old city ha. gone ahead
with Its splendid work of advauce- meni and improvement, ana cannot
but feel, seeing the results, that even
the terrible fire has resulted in great
good to Baltimore and Its people.'
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PITTSBURG.
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In Baltimore during the . oast year
we have seen the cementing of closer
friendships and business bonds due to

-
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Pittsburg has greater reason than
ever before to be thankful thankful
It Is Pittsburg, the "Smoky City." for
the clouds of smoke by day and the
thousands of tongues of flame from
lne mrnaoes ny nigni are me oui- wara maniresTations or tne iorces mac
are leading Pittsburg on to greater
achievement in the Industrial world.
Twenty million dollars have been
expended In the extension of Indus- trial enterprises, affording employ- ment for many thousands more work- -
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CHICAGO.
By Mayor E. F. Dunne.
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were aiso tne express car, tne
car, two coaches and a chair
car. A track, was built around the
wreck and traffic on the road was resumed at 4 o'clock this morning.
Dag-gag-

SUDDENLY DROPS
INTO BIG FORTUNE
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MARK TWAIN'S BITHDAY
OB&tRVED IN NEW YORK.
New York, Nov. 30. Today Mark

Twain completes his seventieth year.
I'erhaps no other writer of the ages
ever so entirely lost his personal and
family name in bis norn de plume, as
lias America's
great st humorist.
Speak of Clemens, and
of those to whom you speak, will have
no iili-of the man to whom you have
reference. Speak of Mark Twain, and
the world knows him. His old age
Is cheerful, prosperous and useful.
three-fourth'-

s

Day Generally Observed.
Practically all places of business in
the city closed at noon today In order
to permit all connected tberewiih an
opportunity to enjoy'the Thanksgiving
dinned and In other ways observe the
holiday. The main thoroughfares assumed a deserted appearance shortly
after 12 o'clock, the populace seemingly finding home the best place In
which to secure rest and recreation
and tender their thanks to the Almighty for things received during t he
past year.
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neration. were able to Prevent It.
gaining any dangerous foothold.
lesson of this practical demonstration
na been a very gTeat blessing and
one
which the people of Wew Or-th-e
leans are devoutly thankrul.
Whatever Ills may beset the city
In the future, It will never again suf
fer from the vague fears of yellow
fever. Generations to come will look
back and bless those who fought the
good fight and won the victory of
science over disease, possible under
Divine guidance, during the summer
,,f 19fl5- -
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ST. LOU 18.
By Mayor Rolla Well..
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because the fore- and generous spirit on the
',arl or me citizens of 8t. Louis pro- noting and holding a world's fair ex- 1,0Bltlon
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BUFFALO.

By Mayor E. C. Knight.
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8AN FRANCISCO.
By Mayor E. E. Schmiti.
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prosperity, the neonle
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thanks, the fen-o- r
of whTch
worrt8 cannot Indicate, that the city
tor a long time past has been blessed
with Industrial peace; that capital
and labor havo joined forces In making this a great municipality. . That
these condition, shall continue la th
ardent wish of all the people. Thosn
who love the city for her own ah
and who abhor that spirit which would
precipitate a contest of class against
class; those of us who see In the free-'d,
cnn ever annfre wt.t Kh
to tJiii
thanks for our great prosperity an
appeal for the preservation of the
manhood and the Integrity of the com-
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Buffalo Is thankful that the country Is In such a prosperous condition;
and rejoices with the other cities of
i iic cuumry Jn me restoration oi peace
n.,,BBm and japan, mrougn
the wise Intervention oi
resident
Theodore Roosevelt
In matter, of local Interest the city

4 4
KANSA8 CITY.
4
4
By Mayor vJay H. Neff.
San Francisco nhnnlrl ha thankful 4
ior tne great prosperity Providence 4 4 4 4 4
4
na. Destowed upon her during the, Kansas Cltv is thankful for
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AMD

TURF WAR IN NEW ORLEANS

ew ork, Nov. 30.
Denver, Nov. 30. Though the suToday's cycle
preme court of Colorado yesterday race meet on the Coney Island Cycle
held United States Senator Patterson Path promises to be one of the most
to be guilty of contempt of court be- Important racing events of that charcause of certain articles and cartoons acter of the season In the east. Many
published In bis papers, the senator prominent amateurs from this and
terminals In Seattle and Tacoma, and did not come out second beat by any
other states are entered for the vait-ou- s
will toucu Helena, Spokane and Portraces and It Is quite possible that
land. The piain line of the Pacific means.
The sentence of the court was $1,000 some amateur records will be broken.
coast project will be run west by
northwest, starting from the terminus flno and imprisonment till the fine The
t
Is hold under the auof one of the present lines to Wallula, should be paid. Colonel Patterson
spices
of
the New York State division
on the Columbia river. Another line
the court that he would go to of
the Century Road Club of America.
will branch off from the main road, jail before he would
pay the fine
running south to meet the western pending bis appeal to the supreme There are fifty-siprizes for the
men who finish In the
end of the extension that Is now be- court of the United States, and that first fifty-siing constructed from Chamberlain, S. on next Monday he would claim his races. A silver loving cup will be
D., to Rapid City. A triangular road right of exemption from arrest, as a awarded to the club having the largest
will thus be constructed to cover the1 United States senator, while congress number of entries and another silver
loving cup to the club securing the
southern territory of the system.
is in session.
The Pacific railroad, running from I This brought the court to time, and greatest number of points.
Seattle to Wallula. was incorixirated on Senator
promising that
Great Turf War On.
in the state of Washington in October, in case the Patterson's
States supreme
New Orleans, La., Nov. 3u.
The
with an authorized capitalization of court did not United
I he
su-- i
reverse
state
active turf war between the Ameri$3,oiiii,()(M). The road is projected for preme
decision,
court's
then!
he
would
a distance of 250 miles. The president pay the fine, the court accepted the! can Turf association and the Western
Jockey Club began here today, when
is H. R. Williams, who until recently proposition,
and will hand down
iKith organizations opened race meetwas general manager of the St. Paul. lormal decision
in a few days.
ings at their respective tracks In comIn the meantime the White River Valpetition with each other. Both orley railroad had been previously Inganizations opened with a fair numlier
corporated with $50,000,000 authorized HUNTING SEASON IS
of entries aud a good list of prizes.
stock, to build from Chamberlain, S.
Western Jockey Club track drew
D., the present western fermlnus of
CLOSED FOR DEER The
most of Its racing material from the
the St. Paul, to the western boundary
east, while the majority of the westof Dakota, a distance of 2nd miles, of
which forty miles has already been
Duluih. Minn., Nov. 3u. The shoot- ern owners sent their horses to race
completed. This is the line which ing season for, deer end moose In this on the City Park track.
will be connected with the Pacific state ends today. According to reFive Mile Championship.
Coast extension by a branch running ports received from the various parts
The national
southward from the main line.
of the state the season lias been very i New York, Nov. 30.
championship for rungood uud a large number of deer ami
five-mimoose have been shot, especially In ners will be decided by a
Lake Frie and Ohio.
run on T ravers Island today. All the
ihe
not
part
of
hern
Toledo, O.. Nov. .su
the
Under
slate.
Lake Erie
prominent athletic clubs of Clreater
and thi' Ohio river will soon be con- the laws of the state any resident New York and of the stale and also
nected by an elect lie railronl. and as of Minnesota could obtain a deer or the big colleges and clubs in Philasoon as a connecting link now build- moose license on payment of $1 at the delphia, fiosion and Montreal will be
ing let wet n Kiudiay and Limit, is ciin county auditor's ofiiee. This license represented by their best runners and
pleted. a through trip from Toledo to tin it led iiini to kill two deer and one there will be some fine spoil.
bad to
Cincinnati by trolley will be possible. niaie moose. A
pay $J."i for Hie license to shoot deer BIG MONTANA
The Tided . Howling (Jh-o& South
mouse and $lo lor a license to kill
ein Btnl the Western viliio roads have or
GAM F PRESERVES.
reached a traffic agreement and the game birds. No female or moose cow
million
Untie. Mont., Nov.
be killed at any iine or under acres of game preserves embracing
through setvii e will sonn be lal.i n iii
any conditions in thin state.
up.
The the finest bip; name liuntiiii ground in
weather was very f.ivorable for hunt- the west, is proposed by (lame War- ing purposes.
DOCTORS WRONG ON
den W.
Scott, of Montana, and
RHEUMATISM
THEORY.
Warden Stevens of Idaho, who are to
Also for Wisconsin.
Kalamazoo, .Nov. :'.. At a meeting
be at the head of the plan
f the Academy of Medicine.
.Mudinon, Wis., Nov. ;u. Dr. G
I ers
The preserve will lie adjacent to
W. Law ton created a slir whin he were plentiful during
the sin oting Lolo pass and extend into Idaho and
declared
positively that physicians Mason, which ends today lunil the Is a paradise for hunters. Hundreds
iu the past have been entirely wrong humors enjoyed some excellent HMrt of elk, moose, deer and bear are to be
relative to the causes of rheumatism. in the northern parin of the state. found in ibis section. It is proposed'
It is due to diitased tonsils, according The number of hunters
from other that the reserve will be the largest,
I
states wa unusually large this year. in the world.
lo Ur. Uiwtc.n, hiiiI not to uric acid.
111.,

Nov. 30.

the

first time, authentic information baa
been given out concerning the proposed extension of the St. Paul railroad system to the Pacific coast. According to the information given out,
the St. Paul railroad will establish

race-mee-

Jersey City. N. J., JJ'"'. .'10.
George
Stratford, who has been a policeman
in this city for the last two yean at
a salary of $83.33 a month, left today
for I.os Angeles, Cal., after having resigned his position on the police force.
Over night, so to say. he has become
a rich man, and one of the prospective
heirs to a fortune, estimated at about
JSO.tHKi.noO.
Stratford's uncle, au
named Thos. Critchlow,
made an enormous fortune by some
imKirtaut inventions la rallroa-- appliances, and. being old and a bachelor,
niade an effort to find some of his
poor relatives, to let them enjoy part
of his wealth, for which he hail no
use.. George Stratford Is one of the
nephews of the old man, and when
his rich uncle invited him to come to'
him, did not hesitate to pull up stakes)
in me easi ann drop mm a well leatn
ered nest.
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far grenier than all tbese bleas- inn Is the victory the Doonle have Klnley. BOw
Knp(1 0V(,r rtigea9e ,n
entt)le, Put.t,on.
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MOB IS HAVING

THE NETHERLANDS

ITS OWN WAY

The St. Paul System to the Refuses to Pay $1,000 Fine Bicycle Meet and Running They May Soon be Pulling St. Petersburg Seems Com"
Till Appeal Shall be
Pacific jand Trolly
Race Championship in
the Hair of Each
pletely in 'Their Hands
Line
Determined.
New York
Other.
at Present.
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Washington, D. C, Nov. 30. The
acute situation between France and
Venezuela has for some time past de
tracted attention from the quarrels
which the Venezuelan government already had on hands with her neighbors. Some of the diplomats here.
familiar with the conditions in that
part of South America, feel that In the
near future other tronhln nnv lm v.
pected, end that some day trouble
DOtween the Nether ani a anil Ven.
ezuela may be renewed, possibly leading to an outbreak between the two
countries.
The chief nomnlulnt t,f the Mothur.
lands government Is the way In which
Venezuelan custom nfflcem evprclun
their right of search. It Is alleged
fhut many times without due cause,
CUStom nfflnbilH have nmcl frail v mnile
the crews of Dutch ships prisoners.
On the other hand the Venezuelan
government made complaints of smuggling agalngt the Dutchmen. From
both sides protests are being made
ana the Dutch newspapers have begun to Insist on a more vigorous action on the part of their government.

POST OFFICE

IS CLOSLD

BY MOB

St. Petersburg.' 'Nov. 30. The aqu
ation is becoming tnoAe full of 'jiarm.
Results are a complete blank so far aa
news Is concerned. The workmen's
council baa decreed that the general
postoflrce in St. Petersburg shall bu
closed at 3 o'clock this afternoon,
when communication with the outside world may cease.
The moat disquieting reports are In
circulation regardtng the disaffection
of guard regiments, two of which the
workmen boast, have definitely resolved not to fire on the people.
The
navy department Is not only clotted to
the officers but also to officials of the
general staff.
No particulars of tlie battle at
have yet been Issued and
the public remains In the dark. It it
reported
from
sources
that although the OtchakofT, Delner
and transX)rts were set on fire and
sunk during yesterday'a battle, all the
mutineers have not surrendered.
Newspaper accounts of the detalLs
of the fighting at Sebastopol, which
are based on reports circulated In the
city, are very conflicting, but all say
DENVER GERMANS WILL
thai the battle ended with the surrender of
mutineers.
The Novostl
HONOR WASHINGTON says thatthe5.000
men perished on both
sides. Leaoerg of the mutineers. It ts
Denver, Nov. 30 With approxi- added, already have been executed.
mately $25,000 In sight, the success Two battleships were blown up and
of the German-Americaof lnmver mines have been laid at the entrance
in their efforts to raise a fuud to erect of the roadstead.
a siatue of George Washington In one
of the city's parks seems assured. SIMILAR CONDITION
Already $12,000 has been subscribed
IN WARSA TODAY.
and fully $13,mmj more Is in plain
Warsaw, Nov. 3d. The deadlock In
sight of the committee.
the postal and telegraph service beAfter the first. uf the year the camtween tbU city and the Interior of
paign will be resumed in earnest and Russia
practically complete and
the men behind t lie project have no die latest information from Moscow
doubt that the full $.!5.iiou called for is thai soldiers of the telegraph batby the plans of the sculptor who
talion liave refused to take the place
the monument will be qiiieklv of striking operators.
secured.
Tim gn;itet excitement prevail
As li is Hearing the close of t In- year In re, whi re ii is feared that a general
the committee has slackened its ef- strike may again be precipitated.
forts to raise the money, but is laying
plans to pursue the work with re- - KANSAS PIONEER
newed activity after the New Veir.
BURNED TO DEATH.
Only German residents of Denver will
Scrantou, Kans., Nov. 30. Alez.
be asked to contribute lo the fund. Conner, a pioneer citizen, aged eighty
When the subject of the monument years, was burned to ashes here at
was first broached the plan was to an early hour this morning. He ocerect the shaft lu City park, but there cupied a bouse by himself and at the
has developed a large sentiment In time the flames were discovered there
favor of placing the monument in was no opportuuity of rescue. ConCongress park.
ner was the first mayor of the town.
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PATTERSON IS

RAILWAYS WILL

Unfortunate Accident to Santa Fe No.
' Yesterday at Romeroviile.

y

NEW ORLEANS.

-

-

Such Was Horrible Fate of Engineer Bracken in

di.-ast-

UiiUUtoitiitt

The people of New, Orleans have
had many things for which to be
4 thankful during the past year.
Ma- terial prosperity has attended their
every step. The visible evidence of
4
increase in worldly
prosperity are
,1.

4
cnicago should be thankful upon
Thanksgiving day for many reasons:
Recaiise steps liave been taken dur
ing me year iu& lor compelling prl- vate person, and corporation, to pay
for the use of public property under
the sidewalks of this city.
Because open gambling has been
suppressed In the city.
Because during the past year Its
municipal electric light Dlaut has
oeen Eranuaiiy developed and ex- tended,
Because the will of the people as
expressed at the polls Is beginning to
nave ltg effect
the people.g rP.
re8entatives elected to office,
Be"8 the health of the city Is

STEAM FROM OVERTURNED ENGINE

Later Account.
Special to The Citizen.
Las Vegas, Nov. Su. A disastrous,
'nit a proverbially lucky one for the
Santa Fo, occurred at Konieroville,
live miles south of this city at 3::iu
yesterday afternoon.
Passenger train No. 1 with twelve
ears, leaving here an hour and a half
ate, In charge of Conductor Saffoid.
a double header, with Engineers 0.
Norman and it. II. Brackett at the
throttles, running at a high rate of
with the respeed, met with
sult that Engineer Biackett, of the
second engine, was fatally injured, expiring In agony soon after the accident occurred. His fireman escaped
with slight bruises.
None of the passengers wire seriously injured.
The cause of the accident Is not
known, or is kept under cover at the
livision
bead luurterj in this city.
The second engine, In charge of En

4
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The year has been one of unusual
prosperity, both Industrially and com- niercially; no serious strikes have In- A Vjm
terrupted the
forces.
and both labor and capital have pros- pered bounteously. This city should
be thankful for the efforts
toward
Martin Behrman.
honest government: for the ad- - cellentBecause of the general prosperity in the largest number of new banks
vancement of the work on a filtration
plant to cost $6,000,000 which will pro- - ""ring the past year of Us citizens
ever established in one year; in the
Because the country is at peace increased amount of exports and Ira- vide pure water for all sections of the

IS COOKED ALIVE BY ESCAPING

Special to The Clti.eu.
l.a. Vegas, N. M.. Nov. 20. As No.
1 yesterday
afternoon was speeding
aouth' from Las Vegas, pulled by two
engines, a horrible accident occurred
near Romeroviile, a well known ranch
tour miles from this town. At 3:30
;lie place was reacned, and apparently
wit nout any cause, the fecond engine
left the tracks, matted down the embankment, turned completely over,
and pinioned Engineer Brackett beneath the cab. The nrst ensjina re
trained upon the track, while the second engine ran 100 yards on the ties
before plunging Into the ditch.
The mail, baggage and express cars
and a car of ice followed the engine,
aiso turning over. The first coach
was telescoped to a slight extent and
the chair car and some of the sleep
ers left the track.
Engineer Brackett died in a few
moments, being literally cooked alive
by the escaping steam. Engineer Jim
Crystal, acting" fireman, was badly
scalded. C. Smith, of Bass, Me., lost
ii part of one hand. Mail Clerk J. M.
Coojc, of La Junta, received severe injuries In back, leg and hand. Conductor Saffoid wa3 badly bruised, while
a number of Italians i" the smoking
ar were badly shaken up and more
or less hurt.
The track sank beneath the second
tiglne, which caused the wreck, but
what caused the track to sink has not
.vet been ascertained.

with Itaoir -.i . w .....u -- i 1
and lU .
ha, luted
for many yearVlL'no
icaUons
of coming to an early end.

this fall, and theconstructton and
adding to the Carnegie Institute at a 4
cost of several more million dollars.
v

By Mayor Wm. B. Hays.

wealth-producin-

BALTIMORE.
By Mayor E. C. Timanus.

v"

In
rltv: for thn rrmin- nf ntlmnf
-g"
fayVr o- fc ..o7eatep ttVbha
.hall embrace a population of nearly
1.000,000 : and for the benefaction, of
Andrew Carnegie in erecting a school
of technology at a cost of several
million dollars, whose course, opened
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ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

FACE TWO.

THE EVENING CITIZEN

NEW BANK BLOCK

raftlltned Dally sad Weekly ky

Tbc Citizen Publishing Company
ffetrml at PtwtoftW
mail

m

fnr tranimfMitnn through the
matter.

Official Paper, of Bernalillo County
and City of AllHKiiiorque.

OTHER

INTERESTING

largnt

City and Cnutitj Circulation.
The Larrctt New Mexico Circulation.
Circulation.
Larrmt Nnrttwni

v

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:

Tfturv Ky mail, on yvar in advance
Itairv by matt, per month Wmfctjr by mail, om year.

Special Correspondence.
Las Cruces, N. M.. Nov. 29. The
First National bank" of Las Cruces has
commenced building a madern brick
block. On the south side of the block
Is the property of John II. O Rlelly, of
Colorado, and is very much In dan
ger of falling. The cause of tills is
that in digging for the foundation of
the bank building It seems that not
sufficient precaution was taken. The
old building is an old land mark that
s
of a cenhas stood perhaps
tury and it appeared as though this
excavation would cause the walls to
crumble. The contractor labored under the Impression that there wag a
foundation under It. To cap the climax, the building on the north side,
belonging to James P. Mitchell, a director of the bank, caved In. This
s precautions had
was unfortunate,
been taken to prevent it. In this
building was the Exchange saloon, under the management of Mr. Reed, but
owned by Albuquerque parties. Con
siderable damage was done in tnis
place. At present, no damage has
been done to the building on the
south. In which R. E. French conducts
a restaurant and store, except, per
haps, that no fellow citizen seems to
be very anxious to enter it, and many
have gone without reading the dally
papers on that account.
The front of the building threatens
to fall any time, and people who carry
no accident insurance who object to
into eternity, are
being "smashed"
giving it a wide go-bWe have had considerable rain and
much more mud than waa necessary
for comfort and warm feet.
News have reached here that in the
gold camp at Kent. N. M the Dona
Dora Mining company have struck a
very rich vein of ore. Two cars of
machinery are here at the station and
will be transferred to the mines and
Installed at once: This means a great
deal to all mtnera In that region, as
one good mine will develop all the
neighboring properties.
This gold camp is well known and
Kent is bound to bubble up in great
shape.
Everyliody here habitually says the
"dam" build the dam. The" dam will
be built, and incidentally, Las Cruces
and the entire country.
The Brown Realty company stril
continues to lead in buying and selling dirt. Mr. Brown himself, is a
roost energetic promoter, who does
not allow the moss to gather very
much under his feet. He is always doing something to stir things and help
the valley. His partners are not
asleep, but are "Charley
Mr. R. C. Hatton. though possessing
an anatomy of aldermanlc proportions,
.keeps on his feet, demonstrating the
many advantages
and good investments.

IS.OO

2.00

Dally by Carrier, 60c per month
Tw Evkhiko CinrEM will be delivered in the
al the lev rale of 91 cent per week, or for 80
rent per aionth. when pain mommy.

Mrertlslng

Rates

lade

Knows on Application

Olta TCLOMOMCai
Colorado 15
Automatic. 183

MOST ANYTHING

Th' public ain't got
much confidence in a j o
uv "whitewashin' " done
by anybody whose own
skirts ain't clean.

intend to fight the
charges? asked the reporter.
"Most certainly I do," replied the
UL'ted States senator, wh-- i iad been
half a dozen times. "I wil:
h'.n
fight it to the bitter end. I have instructed my attorneys to carry it to
the lat technicality."
"Do

you

Bracing a 8tranger.
"The newspapers say that your boy
as retired from the foot ball team
and that he will never play the game
again."
"Yes, that's true."
-What was the trouble? Was he injured or disgusted by the grafting in
the game?"
"Neither. Somebody told him he
looked like a piano player."
"Mm. Nomuch makes me tired. We
a real quarrel this morning."
aad
-What about?"
-She became almost insulting be
cause I eouldn t Understand ner when
she quoted Browning over the tele
phone."
Rush

t

BAPTI8T CONVENTION.

Knox, Dealers In Holiday

Good.

At Alamogordo Adjourned The
lege to Be Enlarged.

We wish to call the attention of our
friends to the many opportunities offered for Christmas shoppers wishing
to aave money on their purchases.
We have Just opened a fine line of
folding beds.
ladies, stop at our tobacco counter
and buy a box of cigars for your husbands. No better cigars In town. We
feel justified In puffing them.
See our display of fancy vests. Cut
low for the holiday trade.
Drop in the basement and see our
broken line of chinaware.
Of course you will have flowers In
the house during the holiday season,
ljowest prices here. In fact, we have
cut flowers especially for the holiday

trade.

Varnish and wax will t.e found on
the fifth floor.
All next week we will have a fine
display of plate glass. See our show
window.
Buy your flans now. while they are
i tiey w ill be raised soon.
"The homily old thing! She had
bo license to marry a handsome young
man like Hairy!"
"Gracious! I wonder If the minister
Vnew that ?"
"Winchester was badly wounded
while hunting in the Adirondack last
week."
"I warned him when he left here
to be careful. I bet a dollar he was
making a noise like a deer."
Aleck's Narrow Escape.
' Aleck Reddick had a narrow
escape
one day last week while husking corn
ror jonn Kirk.
A rat ran up Aleck's offside nants
leg, causing the owner of the leg to
act very bklddls'a and undignified in
bis demanor and to use some mildly
tilasphenious terms which he uses'
only on extraordinary occasions.
The rat, seeing that things were not
going to be pleasant and harmonious
with Aleck In such a perturbed state
of mind, hastily precipitated toward
gravel, where he was Immediately
trod, upon and transformed
into a
dead raf. never again to be enticed
iuto the dark, unexplored regions of a
big pants leg.
Aleck is going back to the tight-fittinstyle of some years ago, which
is much the safest in rat season.
West Lafayette (O.) Indicator.

Col-

The New Mexico Baptist convention
adjourned Sunday night after holding
its sixth convention at Alamogordo.
Before adjournment the Lincoln Coun
ty Baptist association transferred the
property of the New Mexico ksapust
college, which is located at Alamogordo, to the New Mexico Baptist
convention, thus making the Baptist
college a territorial institution instead
of a local affair as heretofore.
Following this transfer the convenappointed fifteen
tion immediately
trustees, Ave of whom are residents
of Alamogordo, and five trustees will
constitute a quorum at all business
meetings. The names of the trustees
who reside at Alamogordo are as folH. H. Pierce, O. J. Stanard, W.
lows:
J. Puce, J. D. Pepper and K. M. Jackson. The names of the other trustees and their postoffice addresses are
as follows: W. C. Grant, Elida; J. M.
Woolam and A. N. Miller, Hagerman;
Dr. J. S. Pierce, Portales; H. F. Vermillion and Frank Divers, Row well;
B. T. Link, Silver City; K. H. Pope,
Estancia; H. H. Trent. Las Vegas;
George II, Brewer, Phoenix, Arizona.
While all the trustees were at Alamogordo, a full board met and elected Rev. R. P. Pope, of Kstancla, president; Rev. W. J. I'ace, of Alamogordo, vice president ; and R. M. Jackson,
secretary and treasurer. The newly
elected officers were instructed by
the board to proceed at once to issue
a prospectus and other advertising
matter and to thoroughly advertise
the college and Alamogordo, and to
romote the claims of ibis school.
Pound Sale.
"A bay pony with three white feet
and braud on left thigh, will be sold
at auction at the city hall Saturday
morning at 10 o'clock.
THOS. M'MILLIN.
City Marshal
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Deform Mother'
Friend was Introduced

Ft

Montezuma Tttsst Co.

MINIMUM

CHARGE,

WANTED
rags,

WAITED clean

7
inquire
The Citizen office.
WANTED rtiree painters,
highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED A boy to deliver papers.
Call at O. A. Matson & Co.
WANTED Roomers and boarders;
no Invalids. 815 South Edith street.
vv' ANTED
A good girl Tor general
house work. Apply at Castle Hun

Mother's
friend

was intreout ed, but now tangible evi
dence in the a)Hp of countleae mothers
of advanced years who have uaad It
with entire aucceaa forces us to gladly
rmuia mm imeajiiy or mia statement.
Old or rouse, the result is the same.

15c.

Capital and Surplus

Brmdfleld Regulator Oo..
mr jmta, oa.
o

GOOD SERMON FOR
THANKSGIVING DAY
OLD

LIFE

Mrs. Hetty Green, by her own confession, is 70 years of age, says the
Chicago Inter-OceaShe is a living,

aggressive protest against Oslerism.
Russell Sage, now 89 years of age. Is
another. Both are shining examples
of cheerful old age. Both are striking
Illustrations of the truth of the saying that life Is worth living. Both
testify to the fact that those who
have rounded out successful careers
find enjoyment in achievement even
when their eyes are turned toward
the setting sun.
Senator Thomas C. Piatt, one of the
most successful political leaders of
the last decade, takes a different
view. He has admitted to himself a
doubt as to whether all that he has
done in his 68 years of life waa worth
while.
John D. Rockefeller, who Is younger
by two y.ears than Mr. Piatt, and who
has had troubles of his own, takes a
more cheerful view. l,ooklng back on
hla life, he is free to say that It has
been worth living. He is our richest
man, as Mrs. Hetty Oreen is our richest woman, and both seem to be having a good deal of fun In their declining years.
Speaker Cannon is three years older than Mr. Rockefeller, and Is leading
as active a career In plitics and constructive legislation as any congressman twenty years younger. With his
eyes turned toward the setting sun
he cheerfully admits that he is having the time of his life. Certainly he
believes that lie is worth the living
and that what he nas done since he
pesaed the
milestone is worth
while.
We have here in Chicago men like
Judge Tuley (78). Judge Hurd (77),
Osslan Guthrie ,1S0), Ir. Samuel Wil-lar(84), fair representatives of the
western men who take honest pride
In the fact that they have lived to
good purpose and who overturn all the
tenets of Oslerism.
In the case of Judge Tuley, his associates go even further than himself in the belief that all that he has
done has been worth while. Dr. Wll-larand Judge Hurd began their careers when the underground railroad
was an institution
Illinois, and
In
their eyes brlgnten over the recollections of the strenuous old times, as
contrasted with their serene enjoyment of the strenuous new times.
Osslan Guthrie, who made the first
borings for the drainage canal, Is still
on the firing line, not very far behind Congressman Lorimer in enthusiasm for a deep water way to the gulf.
He believes that every minute of his
life was worth living, and he keeps as
watchful an eye on the whimsies and
freakish undercurrents and upheavals
Michigan as he did thirty
of
years ago.
In fact. Mrs. Hetty Green. Russell
Sage, Judge Tuley and Dr. Willard, to
say nothing of hundreds like them.
show that life is worth living every
hour and every minute.
d

MoneyPianos,toOrgans,Loan
Horses

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

On Furniture.

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
AND WAREHOUSES

SALARIES

RE-

CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods re
main in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and sea us before borrowing.
Ing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
tor.
Steamship tickets to and from all
WANTED
Window
and
parts of the world.
Golden
Rule Dry Goods
company:
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
316 West Railroad Ave.
WANTED Clerk for geueral store;
PRIVATE OFFICES.
good salary for the right man. Ad
Open Evening.
dress, O., this office,
WANTED
Gentlemen s second-hanPROF fcSSIOKAL CABUS
clothing. No. 615 South First street
south of viaduct. Send address and
DENTISTS.
will call. R. J. Sweenv. proprietor
man
WANTED Position by a young
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
with eight years of general business
Dental 8urgeon.
experience;
well educated; refer
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
ences and bond furnished. Will ac the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
cept clerical work or any light oc Both 'phones. Appointments made by
eupatlon. Wages no object. Ad mall.
dress, F. F., this office
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
WANTED By Chicago w holesale and
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
mail order bouse, assistant mana- hours,
a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
ger, (man or woman), for this coun- p. m. 8:30
to 5 p. m. Telep'none 462. Apty and adjoining territory. Salary pointments
made by mail.
$20 and expenses, paid weekly; expense money advanced.
LAWYERS.
Work is
pleasant and position permanent.
No Investment
or experience reBernard1 S. Rodey.
quired. Write at once for full parAlbuquerue,
ATTORNEY
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
ticulars and enclose
envelope. Cooper & Co., 132 Iake business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the terristreet. Chicago, 111.
tory and before the United State
FOR RENT
land office.
FOR RENT Nice, lurnishea rooms
Ira M. Bond.
Bit West Marquette avenue.
32 F street
ATTORNEY
FOR RENT New
modern N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
w.
Gold lands, patents, copyrights,
house. I'orterfleld Co.,.110
caveats
FOR RENT Iarge, front room, nicely letter patents, trade marks, claims.
furnished. 410 West Lead avenue.
R. W. D, Bryan.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAFOR RENT Two sunny front rooms,
Albuquer
408 que, N. M. Office, First National
complete for housekeeping.
North A mo street.
Bank building.
rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished
E. W. Dobson.
housekeeping. Large and airy. 624
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice Crom
West Railroad avenue.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT
Apartments in Park
John H. Stingle.
View terrace, eight rooms each;
ATTORNEY-AT-LASuite 16, N
H T. Armljo building, Albuquerque
modern equipment throughout.
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
N. M.
e
FOR"
RENT Nicely furnished
ARCHITECTS.
flats, two and three rooms, $10
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- ,
and $15 per month. Mrs. Norrls,
rooms
Barnett building
524 John street, east and of viaduct.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
rooms, by
FOR RENT Furnished
CIVIL ENGINEERS
day.week or month; also for light
housekeeping. The 1a Veta, 113
D. F. McCrolling.
West Lead avenue. Mrs. 3. Flaming,
surveying and
Civil engineering,
proprietress.
"
drafting, 209 Railroad avenue. AutoFOR 6 A L E.
'phone 740.
PorSaTeTwo horse farm wagon matic
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
in good condition. Apply 214 South
Edith street.
A. L. Morgan.
SELL. RENT OR TRADE List your
THE? INDEPENDENT CONTRACproperty with T. L. McSpadden, 300 TOR
AND BUILDER Estimates are
South Broadway.
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicFOR SALE Medium size safe! m ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
good condition, at the Golden Rule 911 North Second street, AlbuquerDry Goods company.

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

the taste

The oontents of the safe were not
No cluo to the would-b- e
disturbed.
robbers has yet been secured.
Night Operator Young, of tho
n
Southern pacific company, and
Horati, of the Salt Lake roaii.
gave tin- - alarm and the fire company
arrived in time to save part of the
building. It was at first supposed
that the tire had been caused by the
crossing of electric wires, but an examination revealed the fact that the
explosion of dynamite or nitroglycerine was responsible. The combination
lock had been blown off and the vault
door had been tampered with. The
loss is estimated at between $1..'uii
and $2,0uu on building. The property
was Insured.
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But there's something else: an indescribable element that gives to Wiener
its striking individuality.
In u word, it
is Character. There's a most satisfying,
grateful flavor that is always a distinct
iilatz quality.
VAL BLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE

MMMalAlwayo

th

Sa--

Dealer.

v
Good OIU "Blatz'aaaaaareaJ

New

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

SANTA

&

FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Offlcee--s

and Directors.

JOSHUA 8. RATNOLD
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK McKBffl
R. A. FROST
H. T. RATNOLD8

r

,

.

FrmMnt

Y1e President
Casbiev
Cashier

AseU-ts-jit

DlreeSoe;

V. 9. DEPOSITORY.

USSf!""

Autaorteed Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

SSM.MN.M

$6,00.$
Santa Fa Railway Oompaay

The State National

46-4-

FOR

SALE

Must leave town, an

........ .iM,oe.

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

bm.

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERN DON, Cashier.

will sell my piano at a bargain. Ad
PHYSICIANS.
dress, B. O., this office.
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
s
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good
Physician and Surgeon
for city property. T. L. Mc Homeopathic
Room 25, Whiting, building, over
Spadden. 30(i
Broadway.

drug

store.

Automatic

FOR SALE A handsome llardman
telephone, 410.
piano, in fine condition and almost
c7TiTcoNNdR7M7"DTrDro.
new, at a bargain.
For particuOsteopathic physician and surgeon
lars, call at this office.
President New Mexico Board of OsteoFOR SALE Furniture of a
successfully
pathy.
All
diseases
cottage in lots to suit purchaser.
Office in Barnett building
treated.
Must lie sold at once.
House for Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
rent. 120 South Arno street.
phones. Sundays by appointment.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
FALL TERM.
TO" EXCHANGE-Goo- d
improved city
property for vacant lots. T. L. Mc- Albuquerque Business College Opens
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penmaa
McSPADDEN
The exchange man.

0

"OLD RELIABLE"

'

rr

I11I

running sores, which nothing else

would heal, and from which I had suffered for five years." It is a marvelous healer for cuts, burns and wounds.
liiiaranteed by all druggists; 25c.

KILLtsf
COUCH
no

CURE the LUNC8

WITH

Dr. King's

Nov Discovery
0NSUMPTI0N

OUGHOans
OLDS

Pries

I0e$l.00
Free Trial.

Bureet end Uuickat Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEl BACK.
nl

lis
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FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N. al.

00400Oe0C00
4

Q

'Oh, btit it's tough"
Ever say that m a cold morning meaning, of course,
the thought of jumping out of bed on a cold floor and
in a cold room?
Of course you have. You have stolen a few miuutes'
time and time
asain did this morning, no doubt.
And you are not to blame, not In the least. Today do
this: Write, call on or phone to

The Albuquerqua

Gas, Electric Light & Power Company

Ask for

A Gas Heater,
or A Gas Grate

home

'": """J

s"";

lo

ywu;

up, show you how to work it in a
second's time. Then put a match by your bed at night.
When you wake up in the morning, grab the mutch,
slrike it, turn on the gas and then dress in comfort.
You can do this for u cent. Is it worth while? Think
it over, then phone Automatic 237.

"

Every Ounce You Eat.
Every ounce of food you cat that fails
to digest does a pound of harm. It
turns the entire meal Into poison'. This
not only deprives the blood of the necmaterial, but it
essary
uotsons it. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is
digests
the food
a perfect digestaut. It
regardless of the condition of ths
stomach. It allows that organ to rest
and get strong again. Relieves the
Belching, Heart Burn. Sour Stomach,
indigestion, Palpitation of the Heart,
etc. Sold by all druggists.
tissue-bulldln-

Flour, Grain and Provisions

Carries tho Largest snd Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In tho Southwest.

exchanges.

WILLING HELPERS.
What's the use of a helper, if
he isn't willing? Willingness is
an ample mantle which will al- most cover all the sins of serv- But a classified advertise- Ice.
ment in The Evening Citizen is a
willing helper that is not only
absolutely competent, but also Is
a willing worker, it worKS an
the time for you. It is the beBt
and most economical publicity in
tho world.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER

300

Ark., " for the relief I got from Buck-len'- s
Arnica Salve. It cured my fear

0

ESTABLISHED 1879

L. B.

ship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
Eng
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Praw
tag.
FOUND.
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
containing
FOUND
Pocket book
For particulars call or address
Q
money. Owner can secure same by
G. 8. RAMSAY, Pres.
paying for this notice and applying
R. O. STOLL, Secy.
at Albuquerque Mill Co.
Library building, East Railroad ave
nue.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ASSAYER8.
II. B. No. 6968.
Department of the Inferior. Land OfCORBET & COLLINS,
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Oc- Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
tober 31, 1905.
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
Notice is hereby given that the folASSAYERS.
lowing named settler has filed notice East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
of his Intention to make final proof
r aTlroa DT I C K ET S.
in support of his claim, and that said
. Cut Rates.
proof will be made before the proFor reduced rates to and from all
bate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December 6. 1905, vir., Juan points, go to Paulsen's Association
Railroad tickets
Bautlste Kowemlsneh, of Valencia Rialroad ticket office.
county, New Mexico, for the SH bought, sold and exchanged.
NW'4, N'i SW!4, section 28, township
REAL ESTATE.
12 north, range 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
H. B. GILCHRIST,
upon and cultivation of said land,
viz., Gertrudes Heco. Jose Gonzales.
Real Estate and Insurance.
Money to
Hi sent a Atonza and Teodoro Powto,
215 Weet Railroad Avenue.
all of Laguna, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTBRO.
Register.
See him for business
South Broadway.

D. A. MaPKERSON, Tie PmMeit.
ROT VieDONALD, AMlstsatt

O0)O

busi-iiP8-

Vann's

. . 9160,909.09

We bars ad a very satisfactory growta sines th eattabllatmeat
of our baak. If you are not oa of our customers, w skoaM UK
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

que, N. M.

South

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

"J'

Citizen want ads get the business.
Try one.

by fire.

Solicits

cot-tag-

Lordl"
cried Ilaunah Plant, of Little Rock,

selection, and the brewing, fermenting:,
aging and so on faultless, is told in

and

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P. and CaaMer
W. J. Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh
J. C. Baldridoe
Solomon Luna
A. M. Black well
George Amot
O. E. Cromwell

six-roo- m

"I Thank the

That every ingredient must be of choicest

Ontario, Cal., Nov. 30. Safe crack-er- a
attempted to blow opeu and rob
the sufe in the office of the San Antonio Water company, but Instead succeeded in destroying half of the build-i- n

$100,000

store-decora-

It is limply indiapensable during the
parturient itate, and absolutely invaluable at the crucial time.
For extainal massage, easy and
simple to api'ly, wonderful In its effect,
it sureiy i a living monument to the
truth of llial old adage, " What's in
name)" We reply, "simply Mother's
rneno. 51.00, at all druggists. Send
tor book, " Motnerhood." it u free.

SOME HAPPY AND USEFUL
PEOPLE, WHO DECLARE
WORTH LIVING.

Make your want
known tttrougn
these columns.

In-

sertion.

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them

The older the proapeetive mother be
the more duticult the ordeal through
wbicb the mut pane before ahe experience the glory of the maternal state.
This was true before

CHARACTEK- -

WORK AT ONTARIO

11

4.

a

SAFE CRACKERS AT

BANK WSTiTUTIONS

COLUMNS

One cent per word, each

Here you'll find
what you've been
looking for.

TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
FOR BURNED HANDS.
Butte. Mont., Nov. 30. The supreme
court has affirmed the judgment of
$20,000 damages awarded to Martin
Burke, a miner, whose bands were
When out shopping, don't forget burned to stumps by coming In conMrs. Wilson, corner of Gold avenue tact with poorly Insulated wires in
and Third street.
the Colusa Parrot t mine. It is the
largest award of damages In the hisSpend your leisure time at the pool tory of the state.
hall at No. llTi West Railroad
Subscribe for Tn Clttten

g

30. T905.

ALBUQUERQUE, MET MEXICO

two-third-

Saaarriheni will eanfrr a favor by notifyinir us
of the paper.
immediately on any
AN letters and remit taneee ahouM be addreewed to
Tub CmrBM It bi.ifhimo Company. DrafU,
cacrka. amrtnffic and axprena money ordera
aaoat be made payable to the order of the
eempany.

1

The Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business

HAPPENINGS

AimcUM Pmt Aftarnaoa Diipatclm.

WANT

POPULAR

Excavating an Old
Land Mark Disappears.
Vast Amount of Rain.

And in

mnd rlaa

I

THUR8DAY, NOVEMBER

Albuquerque Evening Citizen

FOR LAS CRUCES

1

VE

FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

13.
RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

.1.

C.

NEXT

TO

RUPPE
BAIMK

OF COMMERCE

203 W. Failroad Ayc.

HALDRIDG

K

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
BUILDINQ
3 PAINT
Always
PAPER
,
Covers more, looks beet, wears
.
Btoek- Lime, Cement,
longest, most economical, full
measure.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, ete.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

SHERMAN-WILLIA-

is

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

4

30, 1905.

n
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THANKSGIVING MUSIC

3d.

TRIMBLE'S BIG FOUR HORSE TALLY HQ
to make hourly trips from the office of the Surety Investment Company,
Street, opposite Barnett Building, on '

The Third

Thanksgiving Musical Festival given

1y the Central Preshyterlan
Church
Choir, uader the direction of Chrystal
Brown, will open this evening with a
grand concert, for which a highly
and ambitious program has
been arranged. The solo artists engaged for the festival are favorably
known all through the country, and
include Miss Margaret B. McCoy, who
ng at the festival last year:
also
;
Dr. Carl B. Dufft. the excellent
Henry P. Cole of Cleveland, O..
a fine tenor; and W. H. Hewlltt. of
Hamilton, one of the best organists In
the middle states. Hundreds of people
from the surrounding counties have
arrived here to attend the opening
concert and a large and brilliant
Tomorrow
is expected.
there will be two concerts, one In the
afternoon and another in the evening.
ban-tone-

PENNSYLVANIA CO.

Soutl) Second

110

Thanksgiwimg Bay
From 9 o'clock in the morning until 3
o'clock in the afternoon, to arid from the

ZJr

Munition Highlands

WIHt
A

CH

AT WHICH TIME YOU ARE INVITED TO TAKE A RIDE FREE OF CHARGE

JfQQ ScHldWlGllBS

Representatives of the company will be on the ground, with
by a umformed cook and Pure water
SOTVOCl
'
large' plats to show the unsold lots and ruling prices, also
from a forty foot well driven on the
grounds. American flags will mark the different block corners. Bring your wife and friends, be our guests, and take a look at those beautiful
residence lots 50x142 ft., 25 to 50 ft. above the mud and lowlands, which are selling at from $125, $150 to $200 per lot. Only $10 down, $1 per week.

Watch for a General Mdvance Soon
saRETY. INVESTMENT CO., Owners
P.

S- -

--

If

you want first choice come around and see us before the big Thanksgiving rush

TEN MILLIONS PAID

FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES

JEWS TAKE
PART IN CELEBRATION.
Boston, Mass., Nov. 30.
Faneuil
Hall was last evening the scene
of one of the largest gatherings
ot
representative Jews ever held In this
city. The meeting had been called
to celebrate the 250th anniversary of
the first Jewish settlement In the
United States. Lee M. Friedman Is
at the head of ;he committee In whose
charge the meeting was held. Tnere
was a large number of prominent
Jews from this and other cities in
the east present, who dellevered addresses on the historical and economical Importance of the event which Is
celebrated.

DELAYED

ON

Baltimore, Md., Nov. 30.
The Baltimore & Ohio railroad Is now receiving at the rate of two a day, the first
of the lot of 210 new consolidation
freight locomotives, seventy of which
are being built at tha Richmond, Va.,
and 140 at the Schenectady, N. Y.,
works of the American Locomotive
company. This order was placed the
)atter part of last April, In connection with an order for 35 passenger
locomotives, five switching engines
and ten thousand freight cars, at an
aggregate cost of about 114.000,000. It
will give the road better and larger
equipment 'than ever before In Its history.

WET WEATHER PROHIBITS THE
EARLY CONSTRUCTION OF THE
ROAD BETWEEN THIS CITY AND

PAUPERS IN KANSAS

ARE MADE SHAVE.
Topeka. Kan., Nov. 30. The Board
of control of State Charitable Institutions has decided to make the Inmates of the various charitable Institutions of the state shave. In the list
of supplies on the requisition list of
the board are razors for each of the
Institutions In which adult males are
ty'Pt.
A One place to whrtt
away the
hours at che pool hall, No. 115 West
Railroad avenue.

Pay your poll taxes today
O'Rielly & Company' drug store.

at

There is nothing so good for a sore
Dr. Thomas' Electric oil.
Cures in a few hours. Relieves any
pain In any part.

throat as

full fine of liquor, wines and cor.
dials. Family trade a specialty. Er
nest Meyer & Co., 116 West Silver
Avenue.

WORK

EL CAMINO REAL

,

Washington, Pa., Nov. 30.
The
coal Interests of the two townships,
Amwell and West Bethlehem, in the
southern part of Washington county,
are being absorbed entirely by the
United States Steel corporation. For
some time agents of the , big steel
corporation have been at work here
and the deal, embracing about 6.000
acres, and for which almost $10,000,-00- 0
Is to tie paid, has now been completed. This Is one of the biggest
deals In the history of this part of
the country, and will make the steel
corporation practically independent of
all coal troubles for several decades.

.

FOR THE RAILROADS

FOR COAL LANDS

BOSTON

FESTIVAL BY CHURCH
Erie. Pa., Nov.

To prove to the good people of Albuquerque that all we have said about the beautiful 50 foot
residence lots in the Eastern Addition, Highlands, is true, we have arranged for

j

Sporting Club of London, has cabled
to Jimmy Walsh, the bantamweight
fighter,of Boston, for a fight with
Owen Moran. Walsh cabled back that
if he would Increase the ofter ro
91.01)0 he would accefct.
The referee of the Fitzsimmou'a-O'Brlefight will get $5K, "and no
more," according to Jimmy Coffroth.
the matchmaker.x "Five hundred dollars is enough for refereelng a championship match," says Jimmy.
Hank O'Day will probably be seen
In a mask and protector behind the
plate next season. He denied that he
will go to St; Louis to manage the Car- . t
dinals.
Connie Mack Is seeking a market
Hoffman,
Danny
for Lave Cross and
bu: has found no market as yet. He
ha definitely decided to cling to
ivuben Waddell for another season.
Jas. Edward Brttt Is conducting a
very subtle, but thus far ineffective,
campaign to force Battling Nelson to
nive him a return match. Through the
nl.inina rf fho npwnnnnprt ho hna
called the Dane about everything that
rue postal laws win permii in iue
hope of forcing the Hegeswlch lad
to agree to another meeting. But
Billy Nolan, in spite of his volubility.
iu fnat o a boon a u Rrltt anri tha WAV
be la safeguarding the Dane's inter
ests stamps him as one or tne most
astute managers in this country.

THttEC

Providing the Weather Permits

Abe AUells poor showing against
"Kid" Bulllvan last Thursday night
practically marks his passing from
ring activities into the class of
Attell's refusal to go ou
that, there
without an agreement
should be no decision If both men
were on their1 feet at the end of the
15 rounds, and his dilatory tactics In
the ring demonstrated that he Is no
longer the aggressive Abe of old. His
punch Is no longer steemed over, but
is about as annoying as a blow in the
tare from a feather i:low.
The friends of Adrian C. Anson are
trying to got the Chicago club owners
to Install him in the place made vacant when James Hart retires from
base ball, but are making little headway. Anson Is still popular with the
fans of former days, but a new generation Is growing up a generation
that looks for results, not for the felAnd these fans
low
are chanting the refrain, "It Isn't
what you were, it's what you are today."
According to Coach Mefcornack of
Northwestern, the average,welght of
the ideal foot ball team should be 190
pounds. He thinks the most effective
way of eliminating the mass play and
opening up the game is to dispense
with beef.
Having once more placed a lump of
ice on the fevered brow of the rumor
that there will be a consolidation of
the National and American Leagues,
President Ban Johnson, of the Ameri
can, is now ready to extend the olive
branch to Comanche Comlskey. President Johnson declares that last year
was the most prosperous in the his'
torv of the American League. The
consolidation rumor was born in Cln
oianati, which Is becoming something
of a Mole St. Nicholas on the base
ball map.
.Tabez White, the English boxer,
will visit this country in March and
sends word across that he will try to
.get on a match wlht Nelson. White
created a good imnresslon on the
coast when he fought Britt.
Frank Sullivan Is to give boxing ex
hibitions with John L. Sullivan, and
these two old timers are contemplat
ing a tour of the world.
What a
creaking of hinges there will be when
they enter the ring..
A New York newspaper, in its sport
ing column, refers to him as "Jerry
Such Is
Herriroan of Cincinnati.'

fame'
.The boxing game in England seems
to be on the wane, or is in the hands
of a set of economical managers.
Matchmaker Bettinson of the National
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LOS LUNAS.

County Surveyor 1). J. Rankin Is
spending the day at Corralies inspecting the county bridge at that
place, which Is badly in need of repairs.
When hU work at Corralies Is completed Mr. Rankin will turn his atHAIR SEVEN FEET LONG.
tention to making a survey of the El
lady in our winCamlno real In Bernalillo county. This
See th
is a road being constructed
across dow. Free consultation with Hair and
the territory by convict labor. Owing calp specialist this week. J. H.
to the cold weather in the northern O'Rielly 4. Co., druggiets.
part of the territory, where work has
been in progress on the road since last
spring the penitentiary
authorities
have decided to bring theconvlccs
south for the winter, and put them at
work on the road between this city
and Ixs l.unas. It wag stated yesterday In The Citizen that work would
begin near Barelas within ten days,1
but upon investigation It was found
that owing to the recent rains, the'
ground Is too wet In the valleys to
permit of satisfactory work o.n the
road, and the bringing of the convicts
south will be deferred several weeks.
However, Mr. Rankin will begin a
survey for the road Immediately.
The bill that provides for the road
also provided that each county over
which the road passes should furnish
a survey for It.

Philadelphia.
dividend of three per
cent on the capital stock of the Penn- BELATED PASSENGERS TREATED
sylvania railroad company, payable to
TO A SHOW AND THEN AN EXall stockholders who were on record
HIBITION OF "SHOOTING UP
on November 4th. was due yesterday
A TOWN."
and checks were being sent out to the
owners of the stock.
A good story is going the rounds
about "Uncle" Steve Birchfleld and
DETROIT GROCERS HOLD
his cowboys, who are thoroughly
PURE FOOD SHOW. well
known In southern New Mexico.
The Pure 1 ne other day, during the washout'
Detroit. .Mich., Nov. 30.
r'ood Show, arranged by the IX'trott troubles on the Southern Pacific, a
Retail Grocers' Protective association, train if passengers
got
at
pened yesterday at Light Guard Ar- ilachita, and among the stranded
passeugers
mory and proved a remarkable suc- wi
a
company
of vaudeville actors
cess. It U by far the largest and andth actresses.
"Uncle" Steve and
most comprehensive exhibition of its half a dozen of his cowboys
were at
Kind ever held in this state, and will
si at Ion that particular day, and
the
undoubtedly attract a large number of they got the vaudeville people to- - j
'
visitors. The number and scope of the get her
absolutely forced them
exhibits Is far greater than In former to give aandshow
in the evening at the
year.
Hachitu public school building. Kv- erybody In the village was thirsting for '
some excitement even the pasaeu- were out for fun, and the school
kth
Small Children
house was crowded with people uux- Grow Lusty
lous to help the "stars" to give one
hinh- of the best and niot.t seli-c- t
kicking performances imaginable. The
show Mas all that could be expect- ed the men uud women ili.l ail in
Gfape-Nuttbtir power to please, and after the
show, "I'nyle" Steve gave the
Trie Scientific Foed.
hen his cowboys alike, i out
their big
and "allot up
the town" in real old frontier tashiou.
That Athletes find equally suit
Nobody was hit with a straight or
stray bullet and it is stateil that the
ed to build strength.
washout passengers all enjoxed the

Two

semi-annu-

'

'

s

'

war-whoo-

is

fun.

Dyspeptics
If you ar too fat it because your food
turns to fat instead of muscle strength.
If you ar too lean the fat producing foods
that you eat ar not properly digested and
1

assimilated.
Lean, thin, trin?y peopl do not hav
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
people hav too muck Pspsm ana mat
oougb Pancreatine.

Kodol
Dyspepsia

Cure

eon tain all th digmtiv Juice that ar
found in a healthy stomach, and la
exactly those proportions necessary U
nabl th stomach and digestive organ
to digest and assimilate all food that may
b eaten. Kodol Is, not only a perfect
digastant, but it I a rsconsuctiv. tissue building tonie as well. Kodol cures
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach,
Heartburn, Palpitation of th Heart aad
You will hie it
Constipation.

Digests What You Eat
RU th stomach.firmreb"Uds th
Lmu6S md
ff.vj

tls

uil,

M

Kick M IM
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For tale by a.'l drugtsta.

Man' Unselflahnese
as great as Woman's.
But
Thos. 6. Austin, iMgr. or the "Republican." of Leavenworth, Ind was not
unreasonable, when he refused to
allow tne doctors to operate on hi
wife, for female trouble.
"Instead,"
he says, "we concluded to try Electrie
Bitters. My wife was then so sick,
she could hardly leave her bed, aad
five (5) physicians had failed to relieve her. After taking Electric Bitshe was perfectly cured, and can.
Liquor, wine
and cordial
the' ters,
finest line In th city. All good dellv--1 now perform all her household
ered free. Erneet Meyer A Co., 1U ties." Guaranteed by all druggists
rice SOc.
I
West 8ilvcr avenue.
tissue-buildin-

Department of the Interior. Iand Office at Santa Fc, New Mexico, October 31, 1905.
Notice la hereby given that the following named settler has filed nolle?
of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said I
proof will be made before the
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mex
ico, on December 5, l!uf. viz., Gei
trude Heco, widow of Franeisco Heco,
deceased, of Valencia countv. for the
S'i SK'i. NW4 SK'i. SW'4 NKV4.
of section
2S.
township 12 north,
iant:e 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his crii iiiuoiis residence
upon and cultivation of said land,
viz., Juan Bautit-tKowemlsneh,
e
Powto, June
and
Alonza, all of Lbguna, New Mex-

MS.

g

GRAND BALL,
Doan's Regulete cure constipation,'
tone the stomach, stimulate the liver,' Thanksgiving night. Elks ball
promote digestion and appetite and Tickets $1.00. Ladies free. Given by
easy passages of the bowels. Ask th
your druggist for them. 25c a box.
I
GOGALION CLUB.

'

Dls-ent-

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Don't Be Deceived.
y counterfeits
not be deceived
when you buy Witch Hazel Salve. The
name of E. C.
& Co. Is on
every box of the gelnulue. Piles la
their worst form will soon pass away
if you will apply DeWltt's
Witch
Hazel Satve night and morning. Best
tor Cuts, Burns, Boils, Tetter.
etc. Miss M. H. Middleton.
Thebes, 111., says"Vwas seriously
afflicted with a fever sore that was!
very painful. DeWitt's Witch Hazel!
Salve cured me In a few days. Sold
by all druggists.
Do
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WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE
For prpeny at l.o, Cerrillos? Cost
$1.2r,0;

r

If more than ordinary skill in playing brings the honors of the
ame to the winning player, so exceptional merit in a remedy
ensures the commendation of the well informed, and as a reasonable amount of outdoor life and recreation is conducive to the
health and strength, so does a perfect laxative tend to one's
improvement in cases of constipation, biliousness, headaches,
etc. It is
however, in selecting a laxative, to
choose one ot known quality and excellence, like the ever pleasant Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co., a laxative w hich sweetens and cleanses theystem effectually, when a laxative is needed, without any unpleasant after
effects, as it acts naturally and gently on the internal organs,
simply assisting nature when nature needs assistance, without
griping, irritating, or debilitating the internal organs in any way,
as it contains nothing of an objectionable or injurious nature.
As the plants which are combined with the figs in the manufacture of Syrup of Figs are known to physicians to act most
beneficially upon the system, the remedy has met with their
general approval as a family laxative, a fact well worth considering in makMng purchases.
It, is because of the fact that SYRUP
is a remedy of known quality and excellence, and approved by
physicians that has led to its use by so many millions of well
informed people, who would not use any remedy of uncertain
fcvery family should have a
quality or Inferior reputation,
bottle' of the genuine on hand at all times, to use when a
laxative remedy is required. Please to remember that the
genuine Syrup of Figs is for sale in bottles of one size
only, by all reputable druggists and that full name of the
company California Fig Syrup Co., is plainly printed on
the front of every packae.r Regul.tr price, 50c per bottle.
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But Few Ar Free.
But few people are entirely free from
Indigestion at this season of the year.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is not only the
best remedy to use because It digests
what you eat but because It also enables the digestive apparatus to assimilate and transform all food Into
blood.
Kodol relieves
sour stomach, heart burn, belching,
and all form of indigestion.

( M

NOTICE

FRONTIER NIGHT

PAYS DIVIDENDS.
Pa., Nov. 30.
The

long-haire-

.

A
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Son Lost MotTier.
"Consumption runs In our family
and through it I lost ray mother,'
write E. B. Reld, of Harmony, Me.
"For the past five years, however
on the slightest sign of a Cough or
Cold, I have taken Dr. King's New
Discovery for Consumption,
which
has saved me serious lung trouble."
His mother's death was a sad loss for
Mr. Reld, but he learned that lung
trouble must not be neglected, and
how to cure it. Quickest relief and
cure for coughs and cold. Price SOc
and $1.00; guaranteed at alt druggist.
Trial bottle free.
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Thuggery in College Should be Suppressed

By The Citizen Publishing Company
President

By Dr. Washington

W. T. McCREIGHT

FOR GIVING THANHS

i

Kngland cannot food herself. The Riisiwlngs of Jumper grow more and more acute as shown by the poverty
parades that are becoming frequent In Undon streets.
In France these parades would mrrijp into uprisings and
lread riots that would tax the military and the police.
Dili tho British worklngman is not built that way. He
suffers and murmurs not: Or he sen, Is his women
through the streets, making a dumb show of his despair.
England is dependent upon her ships for food. Her
teal state Is shown by the iarlianientary debates on the
state of the country. It Is seriously proposed to store up
supplies in depots to prevent starvation in case of war.
A blockade of English ports of entry would bring on almost instant famine. Meanwhile the brawn and muHcle
if the country Is pathetically stunted by pinching poverty. The fact was painfully apparent during the Btier
war. Nine out cf ten applicants for enlistment were refused, because they did not come up to tht physical
standard a standard, be It noted, that was purposely
lowered because of the necessity. The Rtrong yeomanry,
once the Briton's pride, is slouching into the slums,
j
What will England do? What can she do? What
ought she to do? She can and ought to give her people
access to the broad acres of useless land. These lands
are held for great public parks or used for vast game
preserves or for the private pleasures of rich nobility.
They ought to be opened to the plow. In mis country
the whole public domain beloDgs to the people and the
people go in to possess It-- ' In England, the people are
shut out, largely, from ownership or operation of the
land. Hundreds of thousands of acres' that would support
jens of thousands of the worthy poor are given over to
the landscape gardener or the game keeper, ministering
only to lordly pride and pleasure.
:
An American falls to understand how a' rich and
titled nobility can be pampered at thte expense of a
tarring populace. He cannot understand why the people do not demand their own a chance to live. He can-runderstand why men and women whose children
suffer the pinch of hunger and exposure will doff their
bats to king and nobility and humbly petition their lords
and ladies. Democracy would speedily solve the problem. The idle lands would be thrown open for settlement and production. And thus two pressing needs would
be met: There would be healthful employment for honest labor and the production of more food for the people.
There Is a limit to human endurance and suffering. Has
Kngland reached that limit? There are signs that indicate that a crisis is near. Mere changes of ministry, ripples on the surface, cannot stop a flood. What will England do?
While time is working out this problem, as time will
ultimately work out all problems for the betterment of
the race, it is neither unseemly nor improper that the
people of the United States shall contrast the condition
of our country with that of the English Isles. Here, the
land overflows with plenty, and such scenes as those
recently witnessed in England are neither possible nor
called for. This is a profitable theme for. Thanksgiving
meditation.
Another profitable contrast, over which we cannot too
much rejoice, may be found in comparing our personal,
social, religious and political freedom, with the night of
bell which for months has brooded over ignorant, super
stitious, bloodthirsty Russia. From every heart in this
broad, free, prosperous land, should today ascend a dox- ology of praise to Almighty God.
ot

OPPORTUNITIES HERE
Many who are looking toward this country with

a
view to locating here, are anxious to know what they
can do if they decide to remove here. WTiat can be done
depends on your ability as well as it does In any other
country, although nature has been more prolific In her
gifts here than in most places.
To start out with, Bays the Farmington Hustler,
.
speaking of Its own section, land will cost you from 125
to $100 per acre, the price ranging according to location
and Improvements. Let us say, to start with, that you
only need five, ten or twenty acres, if you handle it right.
If you get raw land, your first year's work will be spent
mostly in getting it into condition with laterals and
ditches, although you may be able to raise beans, to
niatoe and vines sufficient to pay expenses.
The second year you can plant trees, say peaches,
cherries, apples, etc. You can fertilize your ground what
is necessary, and plant tomatoes between the trees. You
can easily raise on an average from $50 to $150 worth
on an acre, at the same time giving your trees water and
cultivation while tending your plants. If you prefer, you
can put in cantaloupes and make frum $100 to $.100 per
acre. This can also be done betweeen the trees as your
orchard is growing. The cannery here stands ready to
Lake all tomatoes that can be raised, so you need not
fear of oversupplylng thv market in that line, while the
mines in the mountains offer an increasing demund for
cantaloupes.
Sugar beets and hogs also offer a good return for
labor ou land while orchards are growing. Small fruits,
such as raspberries, strawberries and blackberries, can
also be raised between trees and are very profitable, only
a few people In the valley giving any attention to this
line. A man with moderate means can certainly get as
Kood returns from Investment here as can be found elsewhere, and he will have in addition a healthful, mild climate in which to live.
With lint little variation the same may lie applied to
the Albuquerque neighborhood, with the addition that
dairy products, truck farming, fowls and eggs, can be
made to add to your income from the first.

HAPPY DISPOSITION
M.
republican

Ivens. the late
Wtu.
candidate for
mayor of New York City, Is said to be the Mark Tapley
ut American politicians. The greater his adversities, the
greater he feels bis obligation to come out strong with
contentment and hopefulness.
Taking his career for a few weeks "before and
afVer," it reveals not only the most interesting of the
candidates but an ustrucjive lesson on the value of a
The people liked him while he
cheerful temperament.
was predicting the success that never came, and Instead
of ridiculing him for his false prophecies they are
lilin for his good nature. Probably this was a
straight gift of nature herself, but, of course, there is n
philosophy to go with it, and that is explained by un interviewer in the following:
".Mr. Ivins believes that only by multiplying his interests in life can a man keep from gloomy views of it;
that the more he hag to do and the more kinds of things
be can do, finding a great zest in each, the more cheerful and young hearted he will be. And that seems to be
till that he cau think of by way of suggestion to those
'who are worried by real or temporary grief, or for those
jwbo are worried by a dread that some day they will
jhave some real trouble to worry over,
"Now, if 1 had been elected mayor,
should have
j
teeu obliged to forego certain pleasures.
!
"I could uot have visited Europe twice a year, as my
fiabit is now.
"I could uot have gone to the Amazon river every
winter to shoot, as I have done for ten years l;it. The
Amazon in a long ways from the city hull."
Alamosa, Colo., Journal:
The sheep si ill pass
through Alamosa to various Kiints iu the tailed. At
first thought it seems impossible to cr- for tin thousands of head of blieep and cattle that will be wintered
in the San l.uis valley; but when one sees the acres of
alfalfa, and grass land, together with oats, wheal
and other grains raised here, it Is au easy mutter to understand how all these thousands of lu ad of stork cau
1k easily wintered. This is a great stock country and
toooiier or later will have no eual anywhere In this
-
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While we are cleaning up monumental abuse ther Iu a hi of work
the colleges that should not bo
,. '
uegifcieu. ii is uie taK or exterminating thuggery. There would seem to
be good reasons for the feeling that a
ruffianism which puts ordinary savagery to the blush Is out of place in
one of our modern Institutions of
learning especially
in
what are
known as our "Christian colleges."
Yet the outrages which are reported
I
II. II.
from time to time. In connection with
college fraternities, are enough to
make us ashamed of our civilization.
There Is no longer any reason for doubting that the
poor boy who was crushed to death tin? other night was
tied to the railroad track. We know that such has been
the common practice of these young barbarians. Thero
are quite a number yet nllve who have testified that
they have been subjected to this ordeal. There Is one,
I learn, in a neighboring city, whose hair Is white on account of the terror which he suffered. This Is a sample
of the fiendish practices which these educated Christian
gentlemen think amusing. It Is high time that their
minds were disabused. Such things are really not funny.
Not even a Sioux Indian would so regard tbem.
There is a loud call upon college authorities everywhere for vigorous action upon this matter. If they cannot put a stop to such enormities let them shut their
doors and send their young barbarians home. There Is
no college in this land which might not better be blotted
from existence than be the shelter for such savagery.
There are other performances, connected with these college Initiations, less brutal but no less disgusting. The
Indignities and humiliations which the initiates are often
forced to endure In the public streets of the cities are
simply shocking. That grown men should submit to be
paraded In public places, clad In the garb of clowns, and
performing the antics of imbeciles Is sufficiently amazing.
It Is undoubtedly the expectation of those who direct the
performance that it will excite the mirth of the bystanders, but I have never seen anyone laugh at It; the
look upon' the faces of the spectators Is always one of
shame or indignation.
Inflective minds are probably
trying to estimate the degree of refinement to which
college humor has attained. It Is a deplorable fact, also,
that some or the college fraternities for women are beginning to ape the methods of the male fraternities.
'
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Thanksgiving
Auspices of Woman's Club, under the
direction of Mrs. Walton.

The Pla

in this grand country of ours

You learned early to use your hands and your brains
and found work for both. You learned that labor is good,
and because of the ambition that was born in you, you

Is

from head to foot.

the time when every Man and Boy should appear at his best and neatly clothed
Everything a Man or Boy wars Is

Suits, Top Coats and Overcoats In all the late and correct styles.
the choicest creations.

all sorts of Toggery in
EACH

PERFORMER

IS A STAR.

Admission
Reserved Seats
On

sale at

November

fik cr,OTnTrcfi

M. MANDBLL,

Mat son's book store on

29.

ELKS' THEATRE
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The New York and London
Comedy Success of
the past Season,

Semi-music-

ovedl

EVERY SONG A HIT.

Call

Jules Worry's Comedy Company
Including

MISS ALICE JOHNSON

20S WEST GOLD AVENUE

IN

KITTY

- - -

With
J. WOLFE as
Reginald Balsize.

PRICES

at Our New Salesroom

0

LEARN A RD & LINDEMANN

Sir

THE SQUARE MUSIC

DEALERS.

206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

75c, $1 and 11.50.

Seats on sale at .Matson'8 Saturday,
December 2.
GRAND
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FOR

CHRISTMAS COOKING.
The finest flour Is an absolute
essential, especially for cakes
and pastry.
The "Empress"
brand Is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed In any particular, its flavor is fine and
delicate, it has fine body, and
full of those nutritious qualities so desirable in a family

Thanksgiving night, Elks bsll room. R
FEED STABLES
Tickets $1.00. Ladies free. Given by
Corner Second and Marquette.
the
GOGALION CLUB.

BUY

toiled and played the. part of a man.
you had a fair share of good health. You loved, and
becauso the world Is full of good women, you found a
C GRANNIS, Prop,
mate who was willing to give up romance and become the
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
American De Forest
Day and Night Hack.
mother of your children and the bearer of more burdens
Mexico.
Albuquerque,
New
than a man can know. And there has been Joy in your
exxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
home und the young folks have thought and still think
Wireless Telegraph
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
that the wisdom of the world Is all centered In father.
You bought a home, and by this time perhaps it is yours.
Carries the United States mail;
every stick and stone, from the tulips around the porch
only line with a change of stock en
to the chicken house in the back yard. And ther Is a
route; good rigs, horses aDd drivers;
A SMALL BLOCK AT A
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
little bank account that takes away the fear of a rainy
BARGAIN
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
day. The masses have many bank accounts in this couu
particulars, address W. L. Trimble ft
try.
or J.
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.
On election day your vote weighs Just as much as the
vote of the millionaire.' You have a voice iu government,
One or the nicest places in the city
Is the pool hall. No. 115 West RailCripple Creek, Colo.
a hand In the making of laws. There are public schools
road avenue. Call and enjoy
for your children. There are parks and baud concerts,
and art galleries, and countless means of recreation that
have been gotten down to a plane where a great deal of
good can be gotten for very little money, philanthropists
and honest politicians and officeholders are trying to im
prove the lot of the plain people. Your boy may become 0
mayor, governor or even president.
Most of the men
who have held these positions came from the masses.
ANTONIO ARMIJO A CO.
Of course, there are ills. Forget them today if you can.
Remember that the sun shines on uo land where there Is
Gent's Furnishing Goods Now Arriving
0
so much of freedom, opportunity, Joy, tenderness, sympathy and charity, as In America. Compare your condition
with the average of any people on God's footstool, and q special Sales Every Saturday. Auto Phone 601. 121 N. Third Street, q
you will find that you, on .this national holiday, as oue of
the millions, have cause to give thanks and sing:
"Praise God, from whom all blessings flow;
Praise Him, all creatures, here below."

Hour.

M. BERGER
114
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Medley of Matters

REGULAR

Carefully- Selected
-

Installment Plan
FURNITURE.
IRON BEDS,

OOOCKXCXCCOC00
Pleasing Pickups.
Thomas M. Henry, a noted British marine painter.
has Just finished a picture of the naval battle of Copen
hagen, April 2, 1801, which covers an area of SO square
feet and has on it 56 pounds of paint. The industrious
artist wore out fifty brushes on It.
The arrival of many Hindoos from India to enter as
students at the Imperial University and Schools of tech
nology at Tokio has been noted lately. It was iutended
to celebrate th! icslival of the great Indian national hero,
sUbJI, at Tokio this year for the first time.
The driving of piles for the foundation of the new
Campanile of St. Mark's, iu Venice, has been completed.
The work of surrounding the foundation with a stone
wall ten feet thick Is now progressing, and next spring
the building of the Campanile Itself will begin.
Oue of the bodies removed in cutting a scad through
a grave-aiin Nottingham. England, recently, was that
e
of Meudigo, the
pueiiist. His monumert was a
granite lion, w h the i.itrnptlon, "In life he was bo ?,
briive ls a lion. In dea'U like a lamb, tranquil In Zlon

ART SQUARES,

g.?usghold Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADAILE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

THANKSGIVING
jf V'";

'

Dinner Glassware department.
the accepted time. Our assortments are at flood tide more complete than ever before.
CUT PRICES FOR THANKSGIVING 8ALE.
56 PIECE DINNER SETS, REDUCED.
$13 Pink Rose Pattern, now. .. .910.00
$14.75 Light
Blued coloring,

old-tim-

'

Sbt Was Misunderstood.
The Queen of
once paid a vis'i to the Danish colony of Iceland, where (he good old bishop exerted
hims.'lf to the utmost to
her everything t'iat was
worth seeing. The queen paid many complimeuts to her
host, and having learned that he was a family man, graciously iiKjuirod how many children he had. It happened
that the Danish word for "children" iH almost identical
In sound with the Icelandic word for "sheep," so the
worthy bishop whose knowledge of Danish was uot so
complete as it might have been understood her 7tiajesty
to ask how many sheep he owned, and promptly answer-e"Two hundred." "Two hundred children!" cried the
queen, astonished. "How can you possibly maintain such
a number?" "Kasily enough, please your majesty," replied the prelate, with a cheerful smile. "In the summer
I turn them out upon the hills to grass and when winter
comes 1 kill and tat them." Kxchange.

Turkeys
Geese

$11X0

pieces, gold decoration
$4.75
GLASSES.
Best ever offered, per dos
40e
TEA POT SPECIALS.
A 5oc line for
z$c
A Hoc line for
25c
A 25c line for
20c
PARLOR LAMP SPECIALS.
Ask to see our new line of art ware
Elk deeoraliiin
$4.50 and flu silverware, carving sets, etc.
line for
$4.00

I

A $fi

A $5

aoLO Avm.

Furniture Co.,

PRICES IN PLAIN FIGURES
Works

0

m. m. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; SnafUas,
Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
Kommlro on Mining mnd Mill Mmchlnory m Bpoelolty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
AIbuq.nerq.na, N. M.

0

Albuquerq ue

Chickens

..

$8 American Beauty Pattern.
. 16.50
$7.50
College Dinner Set, 43

20m

DucUs
For

now

IN

The McBrain

OF

DINNER WARE SALE

In utir
Now ig

Restaurant

Two Thousand Pounds

Easy Payments

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADE8.
CAMPING OUTFITS,

BEDDING.

MEALS, 25 CENTS.

Service a la carte. Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
8EAS0N.
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

j- -

it 3oJL sin ers

WHERE TO DIXE WELL

Santa

West Copper Avenue.
Wholesale Agent

HOUSE

Fletcher
Investment Co.

0000000XX0000XX0X)X)000

Hats, Neckwear, Gloves and

Here's to a pleasant Thanksgiving!

50c
75c

TUESDAY,
DECEMBER

-

Here in Fine Variety

of the Season

MR. HARRISON

come
10 juu, uor has extreme poverty followed you.
You can
triumphantly and truthfully say "I never had a dollar
that I did not earn."
When politicians speak of the
popular will and the rights of the, plain people, they
mean you and the millions like you. Sometimes you are
known as the Good Citizen, but It Is all the same you

to

altars wreathed with"
flowers
And piled with fruits, awake again
Thanksgivings for the golden hours,
The early and the latter rain.
Whittles.

Sarah's
Young Man

are Just an average man. Riches have not

50

And let these

Hearted Club

...

Reason for Thanks

are the majority,

THANKSGIVING

OOOOOOOCOOCXXXXJCX

THE MARRIAGE OF

Average Man's Good
You

jt
SK

The Highly Humorous Flays,

I

.

OOCCOCXXXDOOOCDCOCOOCXXXXXXDCX

Fo u ndry and

Ma chin e

Thanksgiving.

Leave
your orders now and you
will get first choice.
PRICE GUARANTEED

OF ALL KINDS

Kastinai) Kodaks and I'lrtOKrupliie
Supplies
Fine Stationery. Huyler's & l.owney's Candies
We do Printing and Developing tor Amateurs

el

Excluiivt agents
Bealshlpt Oysters

School Books and Supplies

market
southwest

0.

A. WATSON & COMPANY

BARNETT BUILDING

205 WEST RAILROAD

AVE.

0
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DAMON

COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL' EVIL
.

Twenty-Thre- e

STILL

IS

W. 11. McMUlion, H. W.
Dr. W. O. Hope, Captain R. L.
Wootten aud Dr. O. W. HarriBon, chairBul-lar-

d,

man of the committee.
The views of the different speakers
varied from the total suppression of
the evil to a liberal regulation, some
of them going to the extreme In both
directions. Then some were In favor
of regulating it to a conservative degree. W. P. Metcalf spoke at length
on the subject from a standpoint of
morality, pointing out that the city
council were plucing the burden of
shame upon every citizen of Albuquerque, by accepting license and making
profit from the sale of the body of
the Inmates of the houses of the dis
trict. Mr. Metcalf spoke of the dis
eases which permeate from these
houses of 111, repute.
Dr. Hope spoke on the profit taking
part of the evil, under the impression
that the money derived from this
source went into the school, which is
existing
impression
an erroneous
with a large part of the population
of the city. The money derived from
thiH source goes Into the general fund
of the city. Laboring under the im
pression that the nioney went Into the
school fund. Dr. Hope said that he
would rather go down into his pocket

SUNDAY AFTERNOON

SEHSATIOMAL SALE

Creditably Rendered by a The Local Lodge of Elks Will
Company of Local Actors
Hold Annual Services at

People at Last Night's Meeting.
Some Advocate Suppression and
Others Regulation.

The committee from the city council appointed to Investigate the social
evil, with ft view to finding ways and
means of regulating or suppressing It,
were greeted ftt the city hall last
people,
night by exactly twenty-thre- e
and some few of them slept as the
subject was being ditwuBaed
In Its every phase. Though this discussion continued for an hour and a
half, it is doubtful If the conimltte is
now any more out of the dark as to
what to do than they were a week ago
last Monday night, when they Iwere
first assigned tile duty of handling it.
The speakers of the evening were
W. P. Metcalf, E. B. Crlsty, A. B.

MEMORIAL SERVICES

AND

PYTHIAS LAST NIGHT

IN QUANDARY

and Actresses.
LIKE

ACTED

and dig up several hundred dollars
more a year than have his children ed
ucated upon blood money. Dr. Hope
also touched upon the disease phase
of the evil and made some startling
statements regarding the diseases
which are scattered through the evil,
claiming that there was no virtue In
Inspection or cure, these diseases being incurable.
Dr. Harrison also made some startling statements ou the disease phase
of the evil.
Attorney A. B. MeMillen, president
of an organization whose purpose it
is to bring about a suppression of the
evil In Albuquerque, made a very
good talk upon the subject, advocating rather extreme measures of
suppression.
He announced that he
believed that It could be handled In
any manner the council saw fit to
handle it, and said thai the council
could not escape Us duty.
Captain Wootten told of his experience with the evil as the chief of police of El Paso. It was evident to him
through experience that the pvII could
not be totiilly suppressed and that
the women engaging In it could not
be confined to a reservation where
He
they could not make money.
found it so in El Paso. An effort made
there to confine them to a reservation
part of the city
In an
had the effect of scattering them in
the most respectable residence parts
of the city. After three months' experience with the reservation scheme,
the evil was returned to Its former
haunts In a very centrally located part
of El Paso, where it was suppressed
to a moderate degree.
After being lectured on its duty and
hearing a phonographic sketch of the
evil as it existed and is handled from
New York to San Francisco, with authorities on it in France thrown in,
the committee adjourned the meet
ing, very sleepy, but little wiser as to
whuT to do with, tne evil.

Women and

Their Opera House.
INVITED TO

EVERYBODY

PROFESSIONALS

ATTEND

The annual memorial services of the
Before a large and very appreciative audience at the Elks' opera Benevolent nud Protective Order of
house last evening, "Damon and Elks will be held In the Elks opera
"ythlas" was produced ' by Albuquer house Sunday afternoon, commencing
que talent under the auspices of Min-- I at 2:30 o'clock:
eral lodge No. 4. Knights of Pythias, j A musicHl program of considerable
The production of "Damon audi magnitude lias been arranged for. durPythias" is perhaps one of the heav-- l ing which the Elks' orchestra and the
lest dramas In the group of theatrical Cecillan Ladles' quartette will make
hits to be played nowadays, and; their debut in public.
The orchestra is composed of some
which so vividly portrays romantic
and stirring events In the early his- of Albuquerque's leading musicians.
tory of the world. To say that the
The quartette consists of Mrs. F. B.
Miss
cast which Interpreted It last even- Sehweiitker.
first soprano;
ing did it justice, would In deed bo Chestnut, second soprano; Mrs. S. B.
putting It mildly. Bvery part was as Miller, first alto; Mrs. E. L. Washsumed with an case and grace which burn, second alto.
Among numerous other musical
caused irmny io wonder at intervals
whether the company was not really numbers will he selections by a trio
a professional one, and vociferous ap made up of Professor Dl Mauro. Josplause greeted the climaxes.
eph Blondln and Professor T. I.. Krebs
In the title roles. John II. Crnm, as and a solo by Miss Campfleld.
Damon, and M. P. Kelly, as Pythias,
Several well known local men will
Moth gentlemen dem- speak, among them Hon. B. S. Rodey.
did superbly.
onstrated much elocutionary ability,
and their articulation, usually so nis- - ALL ABOUT THE
apiHdnting In home talent affairs, was
excellent to sav the least.
SOCIAL ELKS
The work of J. R. Scott I, In the portrayal of Dionyslus was likewise exAt the, "Just meeting of the lodge of
ceedingly cjevcr. and as Procles and
Elks the 'hiatter of conducting social
Philistlus, respectively, Joseph
and 1 H. Chnmberlln. ac- bops once a month was discussed at J
quitted themselves very satisfactorily. some length. The unanimous sentiCoral E. Clyce, as Calanthe, Alice J. ment of those present was In favor of
Crum and Ethel A. Hlckey, in the roles the plan. hut the subject wh put over
of Hermlon and Arrla, together with to the next meeting without deciding
Prlscllla Newcomer, who played the upon a date for the opening event.
part of the child to Damon, were 1l is understood that the recently orwarmly applauded for their meri- ganized Elks' orchestra will discourse
music for the first hop in the proposed
torious work before the foot llgtits.
A Summing
up the performance gen- series and possibly may continue to so
erally. It must be said that the en- act. The dances will take place in
tire company performed very credit- the Elks hall. They will not be pub-H- e
ably, not a hitch occurring in the five
function but devoted to the endifficult acts. The costuming was tertainment of the antlered brethren
perfect in every detail and lent an ad- and fhelr friends.
The Elks expect to Very shortly
ditional charm to the drama. The numerous accessories and mechanical ef bold open house In their luxuriantly
fects were also produced In a realis- furnished parlors in the opera house
tic manner. Mr. John H. Crum, who building. For some days past workso capably directed the performance. men have been engaged - making exIs to be complimented for the success tensive renovations In the parlors
which attended his efforts. The cast which it is believed will be completed
In a few days. "The Best People on
of characters follows:
enjoyable
Earth" anticipate some
In Order of Stage Appearance.
hours In their pleasant home as soon
Dionyslus
J. R. Scott I as the artlzans lay down their tools
Joseph McCuBker at the completion of their task.
Procles
. .1... H. Chamberlin
Philistlus.
DamocleS
H. W. Maffett
WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
Damon
John H. McCrum DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
Lucullus
J. M. Hetherington PLANING MILL.
M. P. Kelly
Pythias
Calanthe
Coral E. Clyce
HermTon
Alice J. Crnm
Ethel A. Hlckey
Arria..,
Is there anything; better than
Child (to Damon) Prlscllla Newcomer

ay

CLAUDE DOANE, SELF CON
FESSED MURDER, TAKEN TO PEN

,

This Morning Where lie Celebrates Thanksgiving
By Commencing on His Ninety
Year Sentence.
This Is a dreary Thanksgiving day
for Clande Doane, the
murderer of Walter Lyons, the school
teacher whose body was found moulding In a canyon in McKlnley county
at the hour when
last June.
most God loving people of this bountiful' country were sitting down to
steaming dinners of turkey and cranberry sauce, full of gratitude and happiness, Doane passed through the
doors of the penitentiary at Santa Fe,
probably never to return to the outside world.
Confessed on Monday, sentenced on
Wednesday, Claude Doane today began serving the ninety years sentence
Imposed upon him by Judge Abbott
yesterday afternoon.
Sheriff Harry "Coddington, who
brought Doane to the city yesterday
from Gallup, so that Judge Abbott
might receive his plea of guilty of
murder in the second degree, accompanied him to the penitentiary this
morning. Doane wore heavy shackles
which Sheriff Coddington took the
precaution to fasten to his own person. The murderer seemed In very
good spirits. If it had not been that
he wore irons, he would not have
been taken for a man who was about
to begin a life sentence. Doane is
now very little over thirty years of
years added to
age. With forty-fiv- e
his life, which would be the best reduction he could expect for good behavior, would make him more than
the proverbiul three score and ten. adHe spoke even glibly when
dressed. "I'm a victim of circumstances," he nald. "I've been Jobbed."
He seemed eager to tell his troubles,
but the train was moving and the reporter could not continue the Interview, which would have been most
interesting from a man who hns so
hangman's
narrowly escaped the
For-yoda-

;

noose.

Senators.
George Albright, J. D. Emmons, W.
What Doane meant by being Jobbed
could be construed in many ways, B. Moore, R. Li Husti J. E. Elder; C.
Young, S. E. Newcomer, D. H.
and the circumstances of which he O.
was a victim, may be circumstances Boat right. E. C. Fuehr. I,. W. Calles.
'
which usually surround a man whose J. C. Ferger. N. C. Kemmerer, C. M.
life has been one of .idleness and Horton, S. H. Ford, A. H. Harrison.
crime. Judge Abboft said, when he Errett Van Cleave, Allan F. Keller
pronounced sentence on Doane, that and Scott J. "Lee.
. .C. O. Cushman
he was to be excused for muny things Serlbe
. .
F. O. L Losey
with which he was charged because of Herald
his early training. As far as can be Attendants ...
Clifford Hayden anil Orover Emmons
learned, he was born in Lincoln county, this territory, of uncertain parentSoldiers.
age, had very little schooling, and
Eugene Emmons, Henry Sandoval,
spent the early part of his life In the
company of questionable characters. John McOulnness. Frank Boatrlght,
F. Keller. Fred J. Forbes, GilHis name first appeared on the reg- Allan Cornish,
J. J. Emmons, Herbert
ister at the penitentiary about eight lette
years ago, when he was sent up for 8. Howlson, F. O. L. Isey. Clifford
Hayden
H.
and Orover Emmons. '
stealing cattle from the local Santa
Fe stock yards., A few years later,
If In need of fine liquors tor family
Immediately after serving Ws first and medicinal
purposes, call on Er
sentence, be was again sent to the neat Meyer & Co., 116 Wett Silver
penitentiary for stealing some cattle, avenue.
which escaped from a wreck near
narr station, five miles south of this Don't wait for an explosion cook
"he with gas the humane wav.
city. While in the penitentiary
was a very unruly prisoner. For
aumany months the penitentiary
thorities had to resort to the most
severe methods of punishment to conquer his demon spirit. At one time
he was kept In the dungeon for
eighteen months for bad behavior, and
at another time he was tied up by
the thumbs for attempting to murder a fellow prisoner.
Ben Williams, who arrested Doane
for the murder of Lyons, and has hau
considerable trouble
with him for
depredations against the Santa Fe
railroad company, says that Doane
is an incurable criminal, and that he
will be a source of trouble all the
time that he is In the penitentiary.
Mr. Williams says there Is no possible
doubt but what Doane killed Lyons
purely for money, and that he should
have paid for the crime with his life.

bus-bau-

Schilling'

a

Best makes

p

ALBUQUERQUE

VS. LAS VEGAS HIGH SCHOOL

The Albuquerque high school foot
learn went to Las Vegas this
morning to take a fall out of the aigh
school team of that place. The players are as follows: William Higlit.
Clarence Rhodes, William Phelps,
William Collins, Frank Collins, Herbert (ialles, Bert Skinner, Hoy Collins, Charles Benjamin, Halph Decker.
Charles Holden, Charles lnibke and
POLICE COURT
Principal
Waller I'ankow.
Miller
went along to see that the boys do
Today being a legal holiday, there not get into trouble, and Jay Mitch-newas no session of police court.
All
went along to act a referee.
persons arrested during the day, together with those whose cases were
Don't forget the December 1 attracadjourned
yesterday, will be tion. ."The Broken Hearted Club" and
from
given a hearing tomorrow morning "Sarah's Young Man," at the Elka opbefore Judge Crawford.
era house.

Lot i,

Consists of desirable Suits for Women in Black, Brown and Navy, nearly all sizes.
Sold up $30.00, your choice of this lot for

Lot

Consists of neat and stylish Suits for Women and. Misses. Assorted sizes in Navy,
Brown, Green and Fancy Mixtures. Sold up to Its'. 50. choicest this lot for

2.

$ee Window Display
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

0

THE) CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

STRONG BLOCK.

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

We

Distillers.
FRANKFORT. KT.

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

MELINI & EAKIN
Agent.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Bols

that

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

0

1,

0
0

Albert Faber,

0

Auto phone, 816. Bell phone, 115.

a

the address

Am

DORDERSf

Black or Whit

The Southwestern

I

to

W. Gold

Remember,

Electric Sc f Construction

Ave.

M...''.'.','''.

We

$12
$8.75 Blus Flame Oil Stovss.
$8 China Tsa 8ets
40c China 8alad Bowls

H

Jlf

JJ

g

General Electric Ca.

a

electrical fixtures ra
the southwest. Are
members of the Na
tlonal
Electrical

2 Contractor'

WV.

In

the

Christmas

rush.

positively retire

from

Fin

. .

asso-

$6
25c
20

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Diamonds,

be-

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

NCW MKXICO'9
LEADING JEWELER

The Colorado Telephone Co.

hoiiaer-leanlnc-;

Phone, Red 21.
WEST RAILROAD

T. Armijo Building.

000)e0$)0$0Oa0

f--

Wood, Factory Wood
Cord Wood

Mill

COKE

CERRILLOS LUMP
AMERICAN

xJ JT

-

ML Bor-o-.

BLOCK

GO

.

AVE.

and

Job work promptly done.
411

18 N,

j

Do Yoa Know

COIBUNi'HOTfll)
General

Room

0Oewvv0c

.$675

Decorated Havlland China, at
per cent discount
75c Glsse Berry Sets
25c
20c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
40c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50

and from now until December 31,

V"

Co., Inc.

Suggests
HAVE YOU A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOMEt Enables
you to order groceries; call the physician; perform social duties, etc. Rates
from five cents per day up. Let us
tell you about it.

Special Prices
On the Following
99
Refrigerators

01

I7

ft

motors,
Induction
2 Largest
stock ef
a

Offer to supply you with snything

Jewelry store.

first-clas- s

g

X thorlred agents foe
w Crocker, Wheeler .
m Co. Agents for the

our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

I

1

fuiterml Director end Embmlmer

"Snaps"
t

4

phone, No. IU.

Bad Weather

Plated Silver Table ware. Clocks, and everything

in a

Auto

0

We fire
tickets for the
ano contest.
Auto, 'phone, 40eV

Watches, Jewelry, Rich Cut Glass, Handsome Printed China, Solid

longing

Residence

)

will make prices lower than ever offered on

Silverware.

-

ciation.

to far exceeded our expectation,

1,

305 Railroad Avenge

'
Electrical
Engineer and
Contractors.
llfhtlnj,
M Electrto
power and pumy
Ing plants,
dyna
g mos, motors asd
supplte.
cH electrical
House wiring. As

KxDCCOCXXOCXXXXXXOCXX)COCO

our store will be kept open evenings,

the jewelry business January

f

0

Hearse, 15.00
Commercial Club Bnttdlnf.
CITY UNDERTAKER.
I

a

RAILROAD

and additional help added, to take care of

0

Oar prices are tha lowest.

J. RICHARDS
WEST
AVENUE

we have found it necessary to duplicate our heavy purchases.

Commencing December

t

0

A.
113'i

0

And also a full Una of

Automatic Phone, 191.

to

0

Carpets, Rugs Matting, Linoleum, J

Address,

SALE
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when you smoke a "White Lilly" cl
gar, because It's a good cigar, made
of good tobacco, and gives a good
smoke one that you can thoroughly
enjoy.
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Over 1 00) One Hundred Tailored made Suits will be sold at prices that
will surprise you. For quick selling we have divided them in two'Jots.
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CLOSING OUT

Make your selections early.

HIGH SCHOOL

Tailored Suits

GRAND

F. A. Becker, who Is in the city
from Belen, says that there Is no
doubt now as to the future growth of
Helen into a big city. During the past
few days the Santa Fe has purchased
additional land adjacent to the ground

recently laid out for yards, and that
preparations are now being made for
beginning work on the connecting
link between Belen and the
Hlo
Puerto. The price of town it at
Belen Is .gradually on the rise.
C. H. Sharp, of the Lantry-SharConstruction company, went over the
line of the Rio Pueno extension

Misses

friends and trade. ::z. "
Your grocer'; money back.

KSC0C

E. L. Uuinard, who was buried in CONTRACTORS EXPECTED TO BEGIN WORK OF CONSTRUCTION
the pauper's field this morning was
WITHIN A WEEK BELEN LOTS
one of life's unfortunates who passed
GOING UP.

friend In the whole world. Even his
wife and sporting friends failed to
show enough interest in deceased to
claim his remains and the elegrani
which was sent collect to Mrs. Barnard, couveying the news of her
demise, was refused and sent
back to this city for collection.
E. !,. Barnard was a professional
He played center
buse ball player.
field for the nine at Kankakee, 111.,
and was both clever on the bases and
with the bat. while his playing iu the
center garden was at times the talk
of the Illinois town.
Barnard became afflicted with
aud at an advanced stage
of the disease was sent to this city
with a view of improving his health.
It was too late, however, for the dry
aud pure air of Albuquerque to aid
Barnard, and penniless, he died.
Undertaker Borders wired the mau's
wife at the home lu Paxton, 111., but
she declined to even pay for the telegram, hul did wire to have the body
interred here, which was done. Deyears
ceased was about twenty-seve- n
of age.

trade between friends?

'

BELEN CUT-OF- F
WILL BE
HUSBAND'S BODY IS
BUILT TO RIO PUERCO
DISOWNED BY WIFE

to the great beyond without a known

FIVE.
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EVENING CITIZEN

THURSDAY.fNOVEMBER ,30, 1905.

ful way the new truth and develop- - freedom dawned, and Jack went forth
ment of a soul. Naturally simple
try his new fortune In what was

?S3T

andt

always original they laid bare his
him an utterly new and unknown
nermost thoughts, and ach new hope world, the world of honest hard work-anInspiration showed an upward lngmen and women. Those he left
after better, nobler Ideals. It, hind him In prison, while believing In
was, like a poor, starved plant that the change they had seen and wishing
had grown in the darkness of a cellar, him well for the future, shook their
finding tin light and changing Into heads at the thought of a successful
a beantirul growth beneath the warm career for him on the straight and
touch of sunbeams. This letter reach-- ! honest road. He had never done a
ed me, written on his next Thanksglv j day' honest work In his life. He was
Ing day, lssifi:
a clever crook, and one known In po- Your kind lice circles. What could he do for
"Dear Little Mother:
letter of tin' 21st was received on a living and who on earth would trust
Thanksgiving eve. It was with sincere him?
pleasure thai I read Its contents. As
Not long before we had opened our
ThanksglvinK Is a day set apart for first Hope Hall, the home that wm to
real home,
us to give thanks to Ood for all we prove a city of refuge.
have received during the past year, to thousands of homeless men In that
I thank Him especially for the friend anxious and difficult period of their
he has sent me. I hope the clay will life between the leaving of prison and
come when I can show my thanks the finding of work. Happy the man
and appreciation in deeds as well as who has a mother or wife awaiting his
words. You have given me so much return, a home Into which he can
to live for, I feel Indeed very different creep away from an unfriendly world
from what I did some months ago. when he leaves the dim shadow of a
I live now In hope, then I had noth- - ppII unnerved and sensitive to face
ing to look forward to but the old life. the glare and rush of the great tide of
Trials and temptations are many, even active life.
in this place, but I feel strong to re-- i
Jack had no home no loved ones,
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prison parlance, the toonlnr nimo frr
17.00
100
til 10
Bo. 1107.
the Flat graveyard on the hillside, ,c-- .
DO
114 M
9 Sir.0;ra Fc,
110.00
til
where row niton row of nnniplnns IT
LaiW Watca
graves holds In still narrower cells
We
ship on approval and pav all charges whether you buy or not.
the weary columns that have ceased
Write at once for out Complete Jewelry Catalog No. 18. Free.
to tramp in the lockstep.
The cheery officer fresh from the
sunshine and breezes, continued on
his way whistling. 1111 he came to a
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Jewelers
Watchmakers
cell the occupant of which had not
risen hut lay cursing and groaning on
his narrow cot.
"Hallo, Jack, get a move on you.
Don't you kndw it's Thanksgiving
day and you'll get a mighty good feed
today at any rate?" "Thanksgiving
lay be (1
.." came the impolile response. "I'd like to punch the head of
Contracts taken for Cement-Ston- e
Houees and foundations.
any bloke who talk thanksgiving to
A house built of this material ts warmer In winter and cooler ta
me!
What have I got to thanksEive
summer than a brick house, and la cheaper than food brick.
about. I'd like to know?"
Foundations for frame houses cheaper than common rubblo
,
The whistling official had gone, on
atone. Let ma figure with you. Drop a card and I tin call.
hig way. but Jack continued
tn
eomMmm
rar mrmmmrm
and
grumble and curse as ha raised him
self and looked out on his
Especially for The Evening tng day. A fool thing, he thought n pd, and the hardest luck was -- an 4
.himself, for anyone to tag a miserable nere he grit his teeth and swore will
G rvKtrer.
Citizen by Mr. Booth.
it's a
!
day of life with such a name, and as renewed energy, he had so little
we ouettr to
evefterr
getting
now
even. So the
of
for breathing It in prison, why
lips chance
Thanksgiving
tNOVQM LIFT TO
ffAV
.It 21 ?e sunlight of those who dared should hethenr- - past-- the shadows lengthened 1. andot
HASH rftOAjY.
MAK
gladness
day
of
ed
in
a
I the
died
bzed.
very
whisper
it the
Ue winds to
SATVXDAy AHO SUNDAY
glory, that streaked the lead
He clinched his fist and grit his dark-rev
I
dry leaves that rustled along the
I
OLD
HICKORY
with the thought of how he en river with ripples as of blood and
sidewalks might have known It, so teeth
loom
made the mountains
black
light and merry was their dance. A would like to make them swallow the against
the twilight sky. In happy
base lay over the hills, making them words. As he staggered to his feet
reunited families and welcome
look further away than usual in the pains unendurable shot through him. homes
guests gathered Joyously around the
jnirplt
while
distance,
the great,' A fire was In his bones and the dull
board, while In a tUik
broad, peaceful river gave back ache" that he had endured so long Tlian'iggtvitg
uolsomj
cell thl lost one of tlie
and
gnawing
activity
seemed
to
roused
In
yet
deeper
shade
heaven's blue
a
today. He stretched out his hand to under-worlhardened his heart and
J. Kurber&Go.
save where its ripples chased each steady
bitterness like some
himself and the wall beneath nursed hla
and
twinkling
lines of silver
other in
l
wou,idod
wild
in the wilderhis touch was clammy with oozing
WHOLESALE
sold.
dampness.
Another volley of oaths liee.
mnd ItET AIL
from the escaped
All nature was joyous
white-drawHps, follow-- '
his
.,
,
,
golden sunbeams to the dusty little
Albuquerque, N. M.
uy
t
uuunttKiviiig
&Kam.
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larrows who had been chirping vigonce more. It smiles through the curorously since dawn. That was the
tains into a cosy room, playing on
the
outside view of lire. What of
the white tablecloth and touching the
by
peaceful
Inside
for there
the
yellow wings of a little canary, who
buildgreat
gray
pile
of
was
a
'
river
responds with a thrilling
burst of
ings, stern and ' forbidding, within
sound. The sound1 of laughter and
in
high
thick walls shut each
whose
song, the patter of baby feet, and the
his narrow cell lived or existed
music of childish voices gladden the
greatly
men.
How
Every horse needs a blanket this
over a thousand
little home. A man comes in whistling
vanon
the
weather, and we invite an Inspecthe color of life depends
and takes his place at
tage point from which it is viewed.
tion of our large line. A good,
table, a bright faced woman brings
the
lined, Burlap Blanket, iwth two
To those without the day was gloriin a rear Thanksgiving meal and the
surcingles attached, for J1.50. Pine
ous the view lovely with but a
babies, one on father's knee, the
wool street Blankets at $2.50 each.
that the big ugly pile of buildings
on a high chair close beside
other
should blot the foreground and inhim, beat impatiently
with spoons
trude on the passerby the thought of
and fits upon the table. The next
crime and misery. To those within
road. ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
moment all is quiet, as the father
0 Cor. First street and Tljeras
only a very limited glimpse of Jhe
bows his head, and little bands are
outer world could be seen, and the
obediently clasped over eager baby
sunshine of it only made the shadow
eyes that will, despite their devout
surrounding them the darker and
training, peep through pink fingers
more dismal.
at the wondrous turkey and glowing
mes
clanged
As the bell
forth its
cranberry sauce. Short and simple is
sage that the rising hour had come,
that prayer of blessing, not ornate
yawns, groans and sighs echoed along
VViass.Brandles.Etc.
with religious praise or weighed with
galleries
a
volume of
and made
the
words learned by rote. Just a heart
JOSEPH BARNKTT, Prep.
suppressed sound In the "great build
thankfulness expressed in every day
:ing. Ten hundred and fifty cells un-dSAMPLE AND
a
is
in
but
the
words,
there
choke
V
moron
one roof. Cells three and one- voice and the babies turn from the
EootK
CLUB ROOMS
Rairroa
Wert
Sialf feet wide anil seven feet long,
120
sleht nf the aroorl thtners mother la nor- "heavily barred and bolted, opening ed by bitter words, "D
them, tloning out to see father's eyes full
n to Iron galleries built tier above they 11 send me out of this
hole Gf tears, but they can't be "sorry
gloomy
Yes,
a
cripple,
place
won
aier.
t even have tears." for he is laughing, too.
filled a
it was
and I
atmosphere
enougn
so
"heavy
me
with the
tainted
ieit to get even with those
k0w the mother is busy, the babies
peculiar to old prisons. It all spoke tuat put me here
are all absorbed in the good things'
sunmore
yaat wifhin ra.h t.n th father
much
of shadow than of
He Kicked the wall and cursed it,
'
shine, for the windows cut in those ror perhaps that gave the key to his 8ltg smilingly silent.
For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us.
He Is musing,
massive walls were nnlv like the slits suffering, and then he cursed the and his thoughts travel swiftly back
i
In some ancient fortress keep, and so 'prison, the state, and all mankind in ..into
j
ana
nn(iuows
nuint? nguin
. .
.
Akin
crAnoco
nit uij
akI
man mat me neavy iron nars mm ' sr..c..,
lk
t.l.a tij.
uu . unici
115 GOLD AVE.
muoifi
Bunnhine or the present scene, Rlst them now. Each day I see some- nnlv olfl hala in the "underworld
to
tne
against
I
No
them
his unknown Ood.
seemed needless.
crossed
Thanksgiving!
Yes! there is Bome- - thing I am thankful for. It is a great who would have Invited him to cete
Member of Board of Optometry
one appeared glad to awake on that
So opened the day for Jack, and thing to "thanksglve" about. His eyes comfort to be able to pray and have brato his return with an all night
'Thanksgiving" day in prison. Sleep, even the better fare provided by a rest lovingly on wife and children, faith to believe that I am forgiven. spree.
Examiners.
But he was done with that
So the day of his discharge
blessed sleep, brings forget fulness, kindly warden for his charges did They come first, and are not they I know there are many of us here who life.
end despite hard lied and narrow cell, not help to soothe his bitterness, for alone worth being glad over? Then have you often In their thoughts. I found him In our home, and never
to many sweet dreams had come. ne reniarKea: "wnai do l care about there is home! What a home! Not wish "I could express my thanks to was heart 'more thankful or life more
For a wUile shame and sorrow, wear- nia
My heart joyous man nis as ne lougui ms w
cnicnens or pieT l would give exactly a millionaire's, but almost as you for your friendship.
O O
iness and pain, despair and bitterness thanks for a glass of whiskey, for good. he thinks. He has all he wants, has been so desolate and barren for upward Into the new respectable
C
0
an
Proprietors
never
BOTHE,
been
fall away, and the dream self flies that might warm me up a bit."
had
A
he
OUICKEL
u perfectly happy, is absolutely con- - bo many years past that the sympathy world of which
homeward, perhaps back to the home
Through the dreary hours of that tented, and what on earth can a man you have shown me makes me think inhabitant before,
of innocent childhood that in reality long, idle day. Jack sat thinking, and ask more than that, and he. for now of that mother love I have hoard so When he came to us his face was 0
0
has king since ceased to be. Freedom cursing his luck, the world In general, t tho thnilffhta Viarlr haflf ufrnln ha war much about but never realized what it ghastly wi.-- i the uniiealthy prison
body
was
bent
and
lor,
even
races
once
ana
and nis
is meirs again, near
smiie
nimseir, as ne blinked out once, homeless, unloved,
until I knew you. I will take
Then
more, even the dead walk with them! at a pale ray of sunshine that strug-- . there is good food to alone.
advice and bury the past and for- - torted by pain. Some weeks of good
warm
eat
IN CONNECTION. Finest Whlakiet. Imported 0
in the old familiar haunts of mem- - gled through a barred window oppo- - clothing in the cupboards, ' a fine give all who have wronged me as I hospital treatment, then good food and 0 PINE RESTAURANT and
Cognac. The coolest and highest grade ot
Wine
Domestic
and
res"
toward
8lt his cell.
wonders
his
did
fresh air,
(steady job with an employer who hope to be forgiven
llmported and Domestic Clgara.
and
best
Finest
lager
aerred.
say,
often
Thanksgiving, Indeed! Where had trusts him, and health that makes
would
as,
he
and,
The sound of complaint and discon- 0
Uuting the remainder of his term in toration,
tent is silenced at the tramp of of fi- - that word ever had place in his life? him feel able for any work that life nrlson he was not nnlv an examnle of "Iord, bless ,us. God means me to
cial feet. Something of the, great Born an outcast child of the pitiless may bring to him. Again he laughs good conduct, but a missionary of live: He has something yet for me to
spirit of the day is felt and apprecla- - slums, he bad had a bitter apprentice- - as into his mind crowd other reasons good news to other hearts. Officers do in the world!"
Wiiolesala litnor and Clnr Beaters'
ted by tue guard as they march to, ship of hard knocks and curses, hun- - to be glad. There are his friends and men alike spoke of the change
When he left us it was to go to
their places on the galleries and
and cold, until he was old enough why, they are the sort of friends to as a miracle, and agreed that Jack, work with an employer, who knew
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. .Whiskies. Meet ft
change a cheery salutation with the and strong enough to hit back. Then.Jhave, and last but not least, the was good stuff. "No hypocrite busi- of his past, but was willing to give
y
square
Cbandon WtoHe Seal Champagne, St. Louis, A. B.i. Bohemia and
night officers they have come to
The
first
fair,
young,
a
chance..
the Instinct of
wild
chances in his life for helping ness about him, he means it all right," him a
distributors
I
Jos Schllt Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners andCatalogue
a
leve.
characteristic
fought
received
mal. he had
for life. The de- some other poor fellows who are but what chance could he have on the Christmas
of the Alavarado Whlakey. Write for our Illustrated 111 South and
'A right royal Thanksgiving
day, celt, theft, and trickery necessary to "down and out," as he was once. Jack outside following up his profession, letter from Jack, headed with these
First
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 1S9. Salesroom,
with a touch of frost in the air." said "living by your own wits" came easy throws his head back and laughs, which was literally the only thing he words: "Ten months out!" To stay
Mexico.
New
Albuquerque.
length
time
Street.
one to a passing comrade. "Yes! so to him, for he was to the manner born. "Avei
away
of
prison
that
from
iri i
Pniiv
hp.. i innx knew how to do.
I see, and mighty glad I'll be to get He had been, wronged, he wronged what Thanksgiving
Already many hundreds bad en- was a revelation to him of the possimeans now. if
u.
i nere were ever a man did! Why, Ood bless us! rolled beneath the while standard of bilities of the new life.
iuib I'uisfu nine auu ureuiue in oiuers as a lair return.
i pure
Seven years of honest work, a happy
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
air!" "Take me with you,"ino flowers on ihe pathway of his life, we are rich!' What more do we want? the league, and Its members were beuonie
N. PEACH & CO.
s
srowled a voice at his side, and the but he cultivated the weeds with
coming a recognized power within marriage and comfortable home, a
We are on top ond It's good to live."
SALE FEED AND TRANSLIVERY,
of the nearest cell were feebly siduity. aud every vicious habit and
prison walls, but what they would be-- good tame and a clear conscience are REAL ESTATE DEALERS
FER STABLES
message
shaken. It was a gaunt old face that evil thought found congenial soil
ne
ana
new
years,
record,
tne
Seven
that was the interlude. come on the outside when liberty nis
Horses and Mules bought and
out and ihe rough disordered tn his heart. A loveless, miserable and the story that was crowded into was theirs was still an unanswered sends back to the old pals in prison Automatic 'phone. 635. Office, 208
hair was white, while In the eyes was childhood, a reckless, evil youth, and that little space would fill a volume question.
Is this: "The new lite pays! And all
West Gold Avenue.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
the strained weariness of one who then through it all from the time he and make the man who says the davs
for day of the work and toil Is worth while."
At last the
Second street, between Railroad and
looks long for a suil on the horizon, a was 7. arrests and imprisonments. He of miracles Is past hesitate before he
M. DRAGOIE
Copper avenues.
jtail that never comes.
tried to count up the number of those relegates the Christian's faith to the
"Ha! Ha! that's good. Take you arrests, he checked off his visits to back pages of history,
Dealers tn
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with me? No. no, Pop, not till you're the pen and state prison on his crlp-- J
Soon after that last dreary day in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
O. F. PLATT,
ready for gallery 25." There was pled fingers, but they were too many. ' prison, a new and stranse exuerience
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
UJ.
The real cleaner and dyer. Lagrim humor in the answer, for be was it seemed, to keep count. A cursed came Into Jack's life. He had been a
all kinds of Fresh Meat
y
4
fin
dies' and gentlemen's
a life man and gallery 25 was. in the bad time he'd had of it all. he groan- - child of the citv slums, arrested first
300 North Broadway, Corner of WashPortieres,
clothes a specialty.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
at the age of 7 and passing from stage
1411
North
lace curtains, etc.
to stage in the school of crime until
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
he became known as a hardened
V2.
26
Automatic 'phone, 675.
crook. Penologists would certainly
Hurrah for old Thanksslviug Day!
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Drayin'
Movin
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have ticketed him "habitual criminal," and he had never dreamed of
When every team turns out to play!
FREIGHTIN
any other life, no religion, no home,
We're sure to win this afternoon
no chances, no gxd or helpful friends,
You have us once, you'll
only pals in the same business as
(Tonight there'll
be a different
Prices right;
call again.
himself, kindly at heart sometimes,
but with no higher standard of morals
tune)
there ain't no gougln'.
S. T. VANN O. D.
than bis own. A thorough knowledge
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Transfer Men
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drink and drugs, and at last sickness
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and racking bodily pain. Then the
days dragged wearily indeed in his
established optician ia New
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gloomy prison and he became known
Msxlco. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
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as the hardest swearer in his gang,
headache and nervous strain.
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Patronage of former customers solicit ute Cough Cure for the sufferings it repaired. The specific I use will not
irrepressible,
replaced
and
I
like
morose
'Cause
best.
eatln'
the
That I like eatln' best.
surliness. Still tutfering at times ed.
has relieved and the lives of their lit injure the cloth. Ladles' garments Boston Baked Beans and Brown
Brd
physical pain almost beyond endurtie ones it has saved. A certain cure also cleaned aud walklug skirts made '
Ju.it one thiug I cuu't shallow
every Saturday.
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me
patience
Whooping
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won
exhibited
for
and
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trial.
Give
that
to
order.
Is the sago and onion btuffin',
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Cough. Makes breathing easy, cuts
AVENUE.
for him the admiration and sympathy
O. BAMBINI
Eest
i'a ayh that it "beat him hollow."
even of those who ridiculed his talk
out phlegm, and draws out the inflamCou$h
Kn be seems to lliiuk I'm bluffin'.
about a change of heart aud ambit lou
REPAIR SHOP.
&
Medicine mation. Sold by all druggists.
towards an honest future.
1
wonder why he lauphj at i:; .
up; furnl FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
set
repaired
and
Stoves
no
you
to
He
or
safe,
In
had
friend
are
of
liquor
relative
When
fine
need
Ku so does all the rest,
LOANS
write to hun in the outside world,
and wines, call on Ernest Meyers & ture set up and crated for shipment.
Sure,
When be fcays "Kur as he can bee
Co., 116 West Silver avenue. Auto Rear of Walton's drug store.
so month after month be wrote to me,
Automatic phone 451.
prompt
L. II. SHOEMAKER.
That I like the stuff in' best!"
Room 10, N. T. Arinljo Building.
matie phone,
and his letters revealed In a wonder- -
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WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
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Bebber Optical Co.
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KILLING

EVENING CITIZEN
THIRD STREET

AT

Meat Market

SAN LORENZO
Mr. K. S. Sheppard. of
South Broadway, are guests ot
friends at Gallup. Mr. Shcppard I"
fireman on tbe Santa Fe.
Trains from both east and west
were late last night. The trains from
storm and
the west were delayed by delayed
train from the east were near by
Ias
Ne. 1 going Into the ditch
Vecas.
m
a
Fifty machinists employed at the.
aimi.
Davenport Locomotive worK
a demand
the other day to enforce men,
disfor reinstatement of five
charged for riding the night foreman
on a pole.
n. ,. Arey, resident engineer for the
Santa Fe, was In Needles this week
looking over the location of the new
recreation building and making preliminary surveys for the sewer system to be Installed.

We Want a Man
in This Town

Mr. and

302

.1. D. Miller, of the Holmes Supply
company, spent yesterday in the city.
Mr. Miller spent the pant month on
the Santa Fe coast lines furnishing
supplies for several hundred laborers
employed at track work between
Winalow and Ash Fork.
--

Machinist Frank reno and bride
left last nigbt for El Paso to spend a
short honeymoon. Mrs. Deno was
formerly Miss Florence Dillon, ine
marriage took place yesterday at the
Immaculate Conception church. Rev.
A. M. Mandalarl, performing the ceremony.
The new limited train over the San
Pedro rotite, the Union Pacific and
the Northwestern, between IjOS Angeles and Chicago, will be operated
via Ogden and Salt Lake. The distance la 2,306 miles, and tbe schedule calls for a sustained speed ' of
s
an. hour. Including
about
stops, for the" entire distance.
fifty-.ciile-

Engineer F. R. Welsh, one of the
oldest locomotive engineers employed
by the Santa Fe, was taken to the
hospital at Los Angeles to be treated
for blood poisoning, which developed
from a finger crushed while repairing
a pump. His condition became alarming a.nt It vn, fAArerf fhn.t the hand
would have to be amputated, but re
ports received Dy nis inenns at on
Bernardino from the hospital are now
of an encouraging nature.

.

Cattle Inspector J. V. Iatham of
the El Paso && Southwestern railway, reports the following cattle shipments: November, 25. 124 head, by
M. Harper, from Three
Rivers, to
Kansas- City; for shipment on the
30th, lust., and December 1, sixty cars
from Ancho to Kansas City, by Dallas
buyers. Mr. Latham says that these
transactions will about close up the
shipments from this section for this
season.
SANTA FE S VIRGIN TERRITORY

Lccnicio

Grijalba Receives
Two Wounds Which'
Prove Fatal.
OF DRUNKEN

CUT-OF-

San Lorenzo, a village on the Mlm-brriver about thirty miles distant
from Silver City, was the scene of a
bloody encounter resulting
In
the
death of one of the participants last
Wednesday night, says the Silver City
Independent.
According to the meager details of
the affair nachlng the city, the fracas
occurred at a Mexican dance held at
San Lorenzo, the trouble apparently
arising from an over indulgence In
whiskey.
According to reports one Leonlclo
Grijalba and two companions became
Involved In trouble with two other natives, Casiniiro Aragon and Ceclllo
Peres by name. A large stone was
thrown by one of the participants
which struck Aragon on the left aide
of the face, breaking the Jaw. Aragon
and Peres then went away and secured a shotgun and rifle with which
they returned to the scene of the first
encounter, when Aragon, so the report goes, fired two shots at Grijalba,
cme of which entered the left side,
penetrating the lung and passing
out through his back; the other shot
struck him In the lower portion of
the abdomen. Every effort was made
to alleviate the suffering of Grijalba.
and he lingered until Friday morning
when he c.ed.
The deceased was
years of age, single,
about twenty-tw- o
and had lived In Grant county all bis
life, bcarti.g a good reputation.
Aragon was arrested soon after tbe
killing and brought to the" county bas-tll- e
In this city, whete he now Is confined pending a preliminary hearing
of the case, which will take. place on
Friday next.
Perec succeeded in making his escape from the soene of the crime, and
the sheriff at the present writing has
no clue likely to lead to the discovery
of his whereabouts. Peres la a young
man, being between twenty-thre- e
and
twenty-fou- r
years of age. He la about
five feet ten inches in height, smooth
faced, dark complected and weighs In
the neighborhood of one hundred and
sixty-flv- e
pounds. He earns a livll-hoIn pursuit of the avocation of
woodchopper.
es

low-grad- e

KENNA' RESIGNS

CHINESE

-

wiswuki .siock cum pan V is
MOUStS

tuttimu

SMiLltR

Wat Opened For Business the Other Day.
The New Mexico Cottage Sanatorium was opened for tbe reception and
accommodation of guests for tbe first
time last Saturday, saya the Silver
City Independent.
Though tbe main
building e the only one which has
sustained the final finishing touches
of tbe builder, the necessity for providing Immediate accommodations for
a number of patients' caused the management to throw the doors of the Institution open a few days before every
thing was in complete readiness.
The object of the New Mexico Cottage Sanatorium Is to provide proper
accommodations for the tubercular
afflicted, whether rich or poor, at a
moderate cost, and to give the patients
not only the natural advantages of
climatic treatment for which this particular valley in which the institution
is located la noted, but to combine
with it all that modern science affords
in combating this insidious disease.
At Silver City

Wholesale Grocers

JOE

Cigar.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

W. Railroad Avenue.
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riONCCtt BAKERY

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Broa.)
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
SIMON

BALLING',

GROSS, KELLY

r. C.

PRATT & CO.

FOUND AT LAST

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
las. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees. Itn
boden's Granite Flour.

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped latmdery a machine wHh which we can handle
woolen
without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring then to at
and we will straighten them out for you.

Staplft and Fancy

Groceries

Htllsboro

creamery Butter
Earth.

IMPERIAL. LAUNDRY

Best on

214 South Second

8treet,

0

fRODUCK CO

CLAHKVILLM

HAT. GRAIN AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS. Mgr.
602 South First Street Both Phonei

The Hendrie

Tlit Pioneer Machinery Hogs,

rmm

HELD AT GLOBE. ARIZ., BUT THE
BODY WILL BE SHIPPED TO
The Chinese of Globe, Ariz., have
knocked the prop out 'from under' the
generally accepted argument In defense of this custom of piling good
grub in the cemetery on the occas
Ion of the funeral of one of their
countrymen, and the average ChristIan who was not very strong in the
faith, anyway, has found a new
stumbling block. It has been supposed that the food supplied was for
the sustenance of tbe spirit of the de
parted during his journey to gloryland the succeeding night. But over
in Globe, the other day, Chu Quong
an old resident and business man
who had acquired about 125,000, and
was therefore considered rich, died.
and his brethern decided to send the
body back to Hong Kong. However,
they had the regulation funeral, Including the march to the cemetery,
where the customary load of provisions was deposited, after which the
corpse was brought back to the depot
and shipped. Unless the dead man's
spirit was plumed for flight at the
auspicious moment, It was brought
back, and had to start on the long
Journey unprovisioned.

Secretary Mutual Building
Raldrldge'e Lum
Office at J.

f

rD

A

1621-163-

Dealera In Groceries, Provisions. Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines. Liquors
nd Cigars. Place your orders tor
this line with na.
7
213
NORTH THIRD STREET.
216-21-

v'

la

a

A

BREAKMAN'nEc"

CCS

.

r

DENVER, COLORADO

q

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gfntral Baildteg Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phonei

Third and Marquette

0KC0

ooooocoota

Unredeemed Diamonds

BELOW
THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
DIAMOND. EVEN AT COST, IT WOULD
still pay you to buy it from us, as we are In
position

B. P. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

(

17, N. T. Arm I Jo Building.

Tha Fyehr Undertaking Company

monds that have been pawned to us at
jewelers buy at wholesale.

O'SXJLLIVAN A SUICIDE.

New Planing Mill
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per cent less

20

to sell diathai retail

The Man You Can Trust
ROSENflELO, The Pawnbroker.
nest door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, .1.
Railroad
Railroad ticket bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

000000

LIKE

I.

A MAGNET.

The fact that we charge less and r
btrtter inaraa.thaa moot pluinlx-rit more promptly, too attracts and
holds customers. What we are after
now Is your custom. Get to' know
and,
ua and the way we do things,
we'll have It.

special Machinery

e

HIGHLAND LIVER!
STABLE

THE

STANDARD HEATING

AND

U. A. SLEYSTERJ

PLUMBING

CO.

real

I

rMMtlUTtlHIM

papa-bough-

The Williams Dfu'g Co.
G. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK.

Proprietor

t

AUULnAIB
E EN

Seventeenth Street.

9

x

REDUCED PRICES
On Dental Work.
Platet, 18.00;
Gold Crowns. $6.00; Fllllnga, $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
60c. All guaranteed.

Successor to Edward ft Foehr
307 West RiHroal Arena.
On or Night
His Nerve, However, Failed Him, and Bitk Wooes.
He Did Not Commit the Deed.
GO TO THE
A friend of Humphrey O'Sulllvan,
charged by the coroner's Jury with
the murder of his wife, Mrs. Lolo
O'Sulllvan, stated that he was fully
South of Viaduct, on First 8treet,
convinced that O'Sulllvan would never
show up alive, says the Tuscon Star.
He says that he was with them until
late the last night that O'Sulllvan vu
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
In Tucson; that several times during
their conversation O'Sulllvan took a
G. E. GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.
phial of strychnine out of his pocket
and nervously held it. He said that
O. DINSDALB
he believed that O'Sulllvan had fully
determined committing suicide, as his
actions and conversation during the
day Indicated it. That Bame day
O'Sulllvan went down to Benson,
Specialty
Boarding Horae
that afternoon. It Is believed
that he intended to commit suicide at
Benson, but for some reason his nerve
estate-nota- ry
Elks' Memorial Day services at the failed him and he returned to Tucson.
insurance;
opera house Sunday, December S, at
PUBLIC.
Torturing eczema spreads its burn- Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
2:30 in the afternoon. Everybody
ing area every day. Dnan's Ointment
Automatic Telephone. 174.
quickly stops Its spreading, instantly
"Mother was lucky"
t
removes the Itching, cures It permagas range.
nently. At any drug store.
V
V
SAM KEE
e' says that be ha lota of pretty V
things, comprising Toys, Indian
Curios, Mexican Drawnwork, and V
Chinese and Japanese goods, for V
Christmas.
V
.215 Bouth Second Street V

:ajs5sr-T

the West

Weotf-Workin-

a

ber yard.

it

Steam, Electric and Hydrautlo Engineering. Mine and Smelter Sup-p- i
lee. Engines, BoUera, HEATING APPARATUS. Compreeeera, Save
g
Mills,
Machinery, and Engineer' and UacntnUta'
Toote and Supplies. Western agents fer The American Radiator Ce.
Special Catalogue on Application.

INSUmJkNCK.

CHINA.

& Bolthoff

Mfg. and Supply Co

A. E. WALKER,

CEREMONY

"lT"

CO

Free Delivery.

Orders Solicited.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

SuliBorlbe for The Evening Citiien
and get the news.

TU'

6V CO., INC.

Established la 1882

ItlUlUlttlltttl

PRESIDENT OF THE SANTA
FE LEAVES THE SERVICE.
Edward D. Kenna has resigned as
first vice president of the Atchison
Topeka A Santa Fe railway, dating
from December 1. and the resignation
was accepted by tbe executive committee at a meeting in New Vork. Mr.
Kenna has been abroad (or some
months, aud his desire to rest and
travel is given as the reason for his
resignation. He has taken a house at
Florence, Italy, whore he will remain
for an indefinite period.
Mr. Kenna was Ixirn at Jacksonville, 111., Novemlier 17, 1X61, and en
tered the service of the St. I.ouls
San Francisco railroad in 1880 as assistant attorney. He was general at
torney of that road from 1889 to 18'Jti.
resigning in the latter year, to necome general solicitor of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe. He was chosen
vice president, also, in 1818. and resigned as general solicitor last March.
Mr. Kenna married in St. Louis, a
daughter of Colonel H. C. Kerens. He
is h&id to have amassed considerable
wealth from various private invest
ments.
Woman loves a clear, rosy complexion.
Iluntocli Wood Hitters purl
lies tbe blood, clears the skin, restore ruddy, sound health.
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
better cook with safe gas.
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Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

IS

3T0

The Ftittire Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Belen

ot The Atchison, Topeha

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway

Belen, is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleacling east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

v

HEADACHE

Of 1,000 buiiine!,

and residence lots, size 25xH2 feet, laid out with Iroad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old elude trees; public school bouse, coatchurches. Commercial club; a population of 1,500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrel daily; large winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Helen is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated.

MTfkthar had bMiinhmfna .Irk aaadafo.
for kh. Jul twauty-ttvyeara aad naver fuuiiil any
mlif Dtilll ka begun taking your l urir.li. Sine,
ha ha bcmin inking Caararaka ha haa aevar had
ua. The, ha, aaiiralr ear4 hint.
in. nrk.ia.
Ki ar. v. do what
ncomaand laam to So. I
will rva
tba prWilrg. of uiiug hia a una.'
t. U, liirkk.il, ll.-- Keauiarsk., W.luilianapolla. In4.

ing

70-fo-

16,0O0;

ALL

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE

WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST

The lot offered are In the center of tbe city, well graded, (many of them improved by cultivation); no sand or gravel.
coal and wood yard, drug store, harness shop, etc., etc. Also a
s
modern hotel.

We need a

first-clas-

s

NORTH

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mil),

first-clas-

The Dowels

jf.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

Nw

CANDY

CATnaJtTIC

potent Ttvat
,talafle,
Pluul.
Mater
feu ksn.
nataeo ur (tribe.
Vi

laV

Qood. Do Hood,
xaV

LA.

tabic I aiftiup! C C U.ifouin
ur juur icuucj bftcn.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicigoor N.Y. v
AXXUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
U

A TOWN

Lily

Smoke the White

(lierrv Ntnt.

od

Globe-Democr-

d!

BUILDING

and Salt Meat.

8auage Factory.

Masonic Building, North Third Street

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
.VS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

EMIS KLEINWORT,

the sales, ami train the boys to
get regular customers. There's a
good paying business for .some one
right here. Jlrrite at once.

Al UAKII.I.A JUNtllUIN.
A stock company, formed in Kansas City and St. Joseph, Mo., will
build a town at Jartlla Junction, on
the El Paso & Southwestern railway,
south of Alamogordo, In
Otero
'
county.
already
Several houses have
been
erected on the
and shipments of pipe have been received for
the town water system. It Is planned
to pipe water from the Sacramento
mountains, twenty-fiv- e
miles distant,
to supply the new town and for irrigation and mining purposes.
The stock company will first erect
a large smelter to handle ore from
the Jarilla mining district.
It is
claimed by the promoters of the company that there is enough ore in sight
to run the smelter for several years.
Many Intending settlers from Missouri
PAINT MINERALS
and Kansas are Investing in stock
and preparing to settle in the new
town. It Is expected
the comREPRESENTATIVE OF A CHICAGO pany will be ready forthat
business by
MANUFACTURING CONCERN IN- January 1st.
VESTIGATING DEPOSIT IN DONA
COTTAGE SANATORIUM.
ANA COUNTY.-

F

EDWARD

Steam

to work up our business; a man
who knows something about circulating newspapers or magazines;
a man who can get toys to' sell
The Saturiw Evening Post every
week, and look after them, push

BRAWL

John M. IJndsev
in El Paso on
OPENS UP RICH his way to Dona Anais county,
this ter
AND UNDEVELOPED AREA.
goes
ritory, where he
to Investigate
big
deposit
a
of stone which it is
A dispatch to the
makes an excellent quality
from Port Worth, Texas. In speaking claimed
paint.
of mineral
of the Belen cutoff, says:
Mr. Lindsey Is from Chicago, where
In IU efforts to lower Its grades
Is employed in the paint business.
he
for the transcontinental haul from
and is out west in the Interest of a
Chicago to the Pacific coast, the large
concern that
. manufacturing
Santa Fe railroad is opening up a
a specialty of mineral paints.
gin territory In eastern and central mkis
' Ik
large
stone de
interested 'in
New. Mexico, larger than many of the and
posits in several sections ofl the
eastern states, reached- - heretofore country.
only by the' sheep" path and the InV
hile examining some nrooosltions
dian trait. The new line froft Texico
the northern part of New Mexico,
on the Texas border, to Belen, on the in
heard of the deposit In
main line of the Santa Fe to El Paso, Mr. Lindseycounty,
Ana
and concluded to
just south of Albuquerque, Is now Dona
work investigate the latter before proceed
well u Her way. Construction
ing
Arizona,
he is going on
to
where
has been going on for some time but a similar mission.
very little has been said about It by
The deposit In New Mexico is lo
the company.
it is said, about twelve miles
This work has been progressing cated,
years. north or tbe Texas line and is on land
now for nearly one and one-hal- f
by Las Cruces and AlbuquerThere are now 4,000 men at work on owned
parties. It Is situated near the
It is said que
the grade of this cut-ofbig rrarble deposit which Is now atthat by next summer lhe Santa Fe tracting
so much attention.
line across the
will have a
Tbe mineral is used for coloring
continent. And while it will accom- purposes,
plish this, it will also have opened up he was and Mr. Lindsey states that
that three or four
this hitherto untouched section of beautiful informed
shades of distinct colors can
in length, be
New Mexico, 200 miles
In
large
obtained
quantities.
highly mineralized, anil with thousands of acres of range cattle and
sheep.
BELEN

All Kinds of Freeh

t

RESULT

AGE SEVEN.

Id la bulk. Tti
a U b wu to car
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JOHN BECKER,

Tn An
The
Belen
President

s&nrl Iwn
WM. M. BERGER, Secretary
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IN GREAT

PERSONAL

FOR GIRLS

Samuel Rhodes, a blacknniith at
Jcromo, Arir., Is In the city to spond
Thanksgiving with his family, who
at 616 West Coal avenue.
A report from the bedside of Nohle
Crawford, son of Judge and Mrs.
Crawford, states that the child Is
slowly Improving.
United States Marshal C. M. Kora-ke- r
returned thin morning from a busMr. Koraker
iness trip near Engle.
has cattle interests in the vicinity of
Kngle.

The many friends of Dr. C. H. Con- ner will be gratified to learn that his
condition this morning was somewhat
improved and hopes are now entertained for his reeovery.
Col. W. H. Greer did not intend to
leave for the east last night. He will
enjoy Thanksgiving dinner with Mrs.
Greer, and may possibly go east tomorrow morning or tomorrow even-

VICI KID.

i

to

8,i to

8.

sr.c to H.Vii

to $1.25.

$1.19

HVjto

11,

2.

to $1.6G.
BOX CALF.

$1.25 to $2.25.

to

$1.60 to $1.85.

$1.00

$1.40

$1.66.

PATENT KID."
$1.85.

$1.50

$2.23.

ing.

FOR BOYS
to

V

SATIN CALF.
12H to 2,

12,

$1.00 to $1.25.

.

$1.40

$1.40

to

$1.83.

6,

iVt to
$1.65 to $2.00.

.

BOX CALF.
$1.65 to $2.00.

to $1.75.

QC0CC00C00CC0
Remember Thanksgiving!
It's rapidly approaching, and remember also that our store affords
the best facilities for the selection of
the best groceries and table delicacies. Everything (hat tends to
dinner a
make your Thanksgiving
source of gastronomic delight, will be
found In our stock, which lias been
provided for the
most carefully
Thanksgiving season.

F.

F-TROTTER

Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.
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Lumber

Sas;aDsors-

-

Cement and Rex Flintkote
.1

,

iRoofing.

v

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

i The Triumph
re

There
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;".
T
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CO.

Albuquerque, N.

-

M.

the Piano Maker

undoubte.

JQ

every .ataadardt piano. ,vtw

the 60uwtimGkmmo

; ; '

M

X

.The triumphant result tf over 80 years of endeavor. Is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

I

THE WIIITSOiS' MUSIC CO.
114

,

At their home, 316 North First street
last evening, Mr. and Mrs. Jose M.
Duran entertained a number of friends
in celebrating the fifth birthday of
their daughter, Andrelleta. A most
enjoyable evening was passed, delicious refreshments being served.
mounThe.polt from the
tain lion killed near Coyote Springs,
mention of which has already been
made In these columns, was on exhibition today in the clothing store of
Simon Stern, at 110 West Railroad
avenue. It was greatly admired during the day.
People In the vicinity of the
noon today were horrified to
see a native apparently about twenty-fiv- e
years of age, fall to the ground
in an epileptic fit. The man convulB-e- d
for a few minutes and then became
quiet. Quite a large crowd of curious
people watched the man recover from
the spasms.
Union Thanksgiving services were
conducted In the Elks' opera house
this morning. The theater was well
filled and an Inspiring sermon was delivered. The musical program was
appropriate and greatly
The Associated Charities
movement In the city was discussed
in a very able manner, and as a result a favorable sentiment was created
among those present.
An atmosphere of real gratitude and
festivity will embrace Thanksgiving
dinner at the Alvarado this evening,
in keeping with the form established
ut the big misBion. The elaborate repast will be served from 6 until 8:30
o'clock and promises to eclipse all
past attempts in the culinary line.
The old favorite niUHlcal trio has returned, and some delightful doing are
sure to follow .In consequence.
The stagnation of all traffic on the
Santa Fe railroad, which resulted
from the dicaMrous washout near
Holbrook Monday,
was necessarily
slow straightening Itself .out yesterday, owing to the magnitude of the
system. Trains Nos. 8 and 4 were
far behind schedule time, especially
No. 8, which was several hours late.
No. 10, due to leave for the east at
7:30 a. ni.. left about on time, which
Indicated that finally all trouble In
the west had baen overcome.
.
A prominent physician of Albuq:ir.
que Informed a reporter for the Even
ing Citizen thig morning that he has
heard several complatnts of late rel
ative to the milk which is being sold
In the city. The doctor states that
the milk shows evidences of adultera
tlon, it being almost next to an 1m
possibility to secure any cream from
it while the presence of water is clear
to the experienced eye. He suggested
that the milk Inspector look into the
matter and prosecute all those detect
ed In any infraction of the law.
200-pou-

$1.75 to $2.25.

80UTH SECOND STREET.

at

STATIONERY.

Up to date Picture Framing.

Newcomer Book and Art Store
NEXT OOOR TO POSTOFFICE,

This Store .Will Lengthen Your . Christmas Purse
A

BEAUTIFUL LINE OF DOLL
.

BEST

IN

CIGARS.

TALKING

CARRIAGES
GOODS GALORE.

MACHINES.

PP"-

.

1

COLUMBIA

HOLIDAY

AND

GRAPH APHONES

-

CANDY.

DIAMONDS

When bought right are a good Investment Our prices are right We InvlU
you to call and examine the beautl ul diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

FOR JOINT STATEHOOD

at

SIMON STERN,

STEEL CORPORATION'S
QUARTERLY DIVIDEND.
New York, Nov. 30.
The quarterly
per cent on the pre
dividend of 1
ferred stock of the United States
Steel corporation falls due today, and
the checks are being sent out. No
dividend was declared on the common
stock. The net earnings for the
quarter ended September 30th, were
131,240,582, an Increase of $12,406,650,
as compared with the same quarter
last year. Unfilled orders on hand
on September 30, aRKrecated 5,865,377
tons, an increase of 2,837.941 tons, as
compared with September 30, 1904.
The amount of unfilled orders on
hand breaks all previous records.

SEE

WINDOW

Railroad Avenue Clothier

Signet Rings

Ar-mij- o

MAYNARD.

i

The Jeweler

A

DIAMONDS !

,

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker

O000000000 oooooooooo

Tomorrow night, at the Elks opera
house, "Sarah's Young Man" and "The
Broken Hearted Out.". . Don't miss it.
Dance at the Casino Saturday even
oring.
Music by the Loebs-Devinchestra. Only respectable people

PLUMBING

e

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
IX)ST

VMM bill. Finder of same return to Citizen office and receive reward of $5.00.
Tomorrow night, at the Elks opera
house, "Sarah's Young Man" and "The
Broken Hearted Club." .Don't miss it.
GRAND

the

BALL.

GOGALION

Call and Examine the Beautiful Gooda
Displayed in Our Sampl9 Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

CLUB.

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, .Hose,
Belting, Packings Engines, Boilers. Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. V".1te for Prices

Cut

Flowers

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

We're sure to have Just what
luii want, and we'll deliver them
promptly. Phone us.
'

IVES,

rHtr

rt-Q"is-

WHITNEY COMPANY

T

South First Street J

401-4- 03

North Fint Street

319 WEST SANTA

FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 118.

0

o
0

RETAIL.

We Carry "The Best" Heaters and Ranges

0
0
0

HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

0

WM. M'INTOSH.

Proprietor!

CHAS. F. MYERS.

0

CALL AND SEE OUR FINE LINE. WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY.
COLE'S "HOT BLAST," "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATERS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN GEM AND PERFECT HOME BASE BURNERS. SUPERIOR QUICK
MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFIC STEEL RANGES.
GALVANIZED AND JAPANED COAL HODS, FIRE SHOVELS, POKERS, ETC.

0

COLE'S HOT BLAST.

SHEET IRON HEATERS.

0

A

0
0

0
0

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW STOCK

0

AND AMMUNITION.

0

DISPLAY

0

Rubbers. Slickers, Rubber Boots

0

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second St.
West Gold Ave.

0

Men's and Boys' Overcoats

Tho

ooooooooo

n

you wish to get more for
your dollar than a dollar
will buy elsewhere. The
suits we are offering at $15
and $18 will not last long
in the face of such a price,
for they look like more dollars than those we
ask you to pay

1

A truism which fits like a nut In it shell about the kind ef Clotfiea this store sells.
J. U. Work, who for the past seven
years has bad the mall contract beTHE KINO OF CLOTH ES SUITS AND OVERCOATS ON SALE HERE THIS FALL ARE
tween Albuquerque and the Jemcf
hot springs, dropping off mail at InTAILORED UP TO THE HIGHEST STATE OF PERFECTION.
termediate points, and whose work
has proven satisfactory to Uie government and the people served, has,
PERFECT FIT, PERFECT CLOTH, PERFECT WORKMANSHIP.
been here 'he past couple of days and
will return tomorrow morning to the
springs, with a wairon load of merBY THEMSELVES
A CLASS
STANDING BY THEM8ELVES
ABOVE
ANYTHING
EVER
chandise and supplies.
Mr. Work says the funeral of RichIN
SOUTHWEST.
THE
ON
SALE
ard Rogers, who was ' fatally injured
while at work for the American Lumber company on a bridge out In the
We'll Prove It to You:
timber, took place the other day at
the springs, and It was a sad sight
$10.00 to $30.00, Overcoats $8.00 to $27.50
Suits sell
to See the widow and her six fatherless children weeping at the bier.
The funeral services were conducted by Rev. J. M. Shields, and he delivered a very feeling sermon. The
deceased owned a small ranch on the
Cabello, about ten miles from the
springs, and Just before leaving to
secure work elsewhere, moved his
family to the springs so the children,
the eldest only 13 years of age, could
NEW
LINE OF PICTURE
have some school advantages.
Mr.
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- Block says Mrs. Rogers and children 4 TURES FRAMED BEFORE THE
are really In destitute circumstances.
HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD-- r
"Hunting is fine these days," said
SON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND
Mr. Ulock. "In the Jemez and
STREET.
mountains, and wild turkey aliound In great numbers.
Several hunters from the springs have
LADIES' TAILORING.
killed a turkey or two weighGross, of New York city,
Madame
Are always acceptable present for either ladies or gentlemen. We
ing from fifteen to twenty pounds
will open December 1, In the New
each.''
building, corner of Railroad aveengrave thera free of charge, and we assure you they will please.
nue and .Third street, room 26. RidMUST NOT LET THIS SLIP BY
Call and see what we have to offer you.
ing habits, walking aklrts, shirt
waists, shirt waist suits, fancy gowns
President Johnny Bearrup, of the and waists.
Remodeling, pressing,, cleaning. All
Rio Grande Woolen Mills company,
announces that in case parties in oth- work done by experienced men.
Address, meanwhile, 911 North Secer cities overbid Albuquerque resi0
'
'
dents for the location of the contem- ond street. Phone 724.
plated new million dollar cotton and
0
Don't forget the December 1 attracwoolen mill, mention of which was
119 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
made In yesterday's Evening Citizen, tion. ."The Broken Hearted Club" and
5
Man," at the Elks opthe mill now in use will be trans- "Sarah's Young
formed into a tannery and scouring era house. '
establishment exclusively. The machinery at present used at. the woolen
mill, which is suitable, will be transALBUQUERQUE DANCING
V
ferred to the new factory when comV
ACADEMY.
pleted. The rest will be disposed of.
'
Open Saturday nights at Col- It Is the general belief that citizens
V ombo hall.
Instructions from 8
of Albuquerque will not tolerate the
9 o'clock.
to
Social dancing
moving away of any of Its industries,
' from 9 to 12 o'clock.
but will extend the same aid as other
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES
places will that are anxious to secure
the location of the new mill.
A horse will thrive much better on
I have a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
mixed grain than on a single ration.
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
There will be a revltal ThanksgivAn animal will starve to death if fed
sell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
ing evening at the First Methodist
corn alone. Acme mixed feed conthem to an eastern wholesale market.
Episcopal church. Riven by Mr. John
sists of a variety of the best grain,
Wesley Benne, tenor, assisted by the
properly proportioned and all ready
Lyric Male quartette and local artists.
for use. Horses can be more cheaply
114 "West railroad avenue.
Cloth Gaiters for Women and Men
fed on this feed than any other. E.
35c to 75c. All wool Jersey laggings
W. Fee, 620 South Second Street.
for Children, Misses and Women,
75c, 85c$n.a $1. Lambs' Wool Slipper Soles for Children,. Women and
Men, 20c to 35c, at C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

The democrats and republicans of
McKinley county, In a
joint statehood convention held at
Oaliup, adopted the following resolu
tlon, and named Samuel Brown to act
with the territorial executive committee:
"Resolved, That It Is the sense of
this meeting of the citizens of Gallup
and McKinley county that both the
democratic and republican parties of
this county petition the United States
congress to grant joint statehood to
New Mexico and Arizona at the coming session."

If
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DRENOTHER ITEMS.

Thanksgiving night, Elks ball room.
Tickets $1.00. Ladiea free. Given by

McKINLEY COUNTY
BOOKS.

190.

"Some Men Are Great Because Those
Who Surround Them Are Small"

WANT

SUCH IS THE CONDITION OF MRS.
AND CHILRICHARD ROGERS

Ip

THEY HAVE" THH RIGHT SKATE TO FIT THE FOOT CORRHOT-LY- .
THEY ARB MADE OF
THEY HAVE" LOTS OF STYLE.
STRONG
MATERIALS THROl'GHOUT AND GIVE SPLENDID
SERVICE.

30,

LEFT FAMILY

LOCAL AND

Children's Shoes

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

0

fic
iZ '
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WE INVITE THE TRADE TO INSPECT THEM.

WE CARRYTHE MOST COMPLETE STOCK
BREAD

MAKERS,

RIFLES, SHOTGUNS

CAKE

OF FOOD

ft J ; :':

CHOPPERS,

MAKERS.

STUDEBAKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.
MACHINISTS' TOOLS A SPEC ALTY.

THE

No. 215

o

West Railroad Avenue

FAMOUS

Albuquerque, New Mexico
,

0

